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jPREFACE
This Service Contract, DEN 3-144, was ,issued October 17, 1979 by the
NASA Lewis Automotive Power Systems Office as part of their overall pro-
ject responsibility for the DOE automotive heat engine programs. Its
purpose was to support continued use by the Government of Baseline en-
gines and vehicles and Upgraded engines and vehicles delivered by Chry-
sler to the Government under DOE Contract E:Y-76-C-02-2749.
The scope of work to be performed as defined in the Specifications
section of the contract is included in Appendix A. Specific tasks to be
performed under these specifi!'ations were defined by twenty-one delivery
order request,-- from the NASA Project Officer, Appendix B,
1.0 SUMMARY
Seven delivery orders were carried out in the area of gas turbine
exhibits and vehicle demonstrations. These were to support DOE and NASA
in their efforts to inform industry, the public, and Government on the
benefits and purpose of the gas turbine programs.
Three delivery orders were carried out which involved limited testing
to evaluate components, also under the task of providing information
which demonstrates the potential of the gas turbine engine. Data were
generated on air bearing rotor shaft dynamics, heavy duty variable sheave
rubber V-belts, high temperature elastomer regenerator drive mounting and
graphite regenerator seal friction characteristics.
Nine delivery orders were carried out for maintenance, repair, and
retrofit of the experimental gas turbine engines being used by NASA in
their gas turbine technology programs and in program demonstrations.
Spare parts were procured and/or provided as necessary, Prints and parts
lists of engine design updates and microfilms were delivered to the pro-
gram.
Two delivery orders were carried out in meeting the report require-
ments.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
During the test and development period of the Ungraded Engine and
Vehicle Program commencing in July, 1976, a total of seven engines were
built. Five engines were retrofitted; the last, Engine 3, retrofit 5,
was funded by this contract. The status of the engines and their loca-
tion at thetermination of the service contract, January, 1981, are sum-
marized in Figure 1. Three engines were tested in vehicles, designated
U-1, U-2, U-3, and an update, U-4. Three were assigned to the ongoing
development activity at NASA LeRC in Cleveland, Ohio. The remaining en-
gine was used for providing experimental information for the AGT102 pro-
gram at the Chrysler Facility in Detroit.
At the time this report was being written all three vehicles were in
the Chrysler laboratory, but two vehicles, U-2 and U-4, were imminently
assigned to DOE headquarters in Washington, D.C.
For clarity of presentation, the following reporting is by subject
area, in that individual delivery orders overlapped subject engine, vehi-
cle and test activity.
3.0 ENGINES (RETROFIT, TEST AND_ MAINTENANCE)
3.1E ^ ice _1_ ( P3 15_) _ Retrofit ,1, , wjNoel Penny Power Stage, Chrysler
Test Facility
This, engine was principally used to document gas generator rotor
shaft dynamics during start conditions, steady-state, accel; decel and
shut down at several lubricant temperatures. The latest mod air bearing,
improved :,pot welded foil utilizing fine grain X750 material, was instal-
led.
The gas generator was instrumented with two pair of probes, front
and rear, as shown in Figure 2, to define shaft movements. It was not
feasible to calibrate the probe system to determine the Temperature ef-
fect on the output signal. Therefore, the surfaces beneath the probes
were interrupted with grooves of two different depths (blips). These
grooves act as calibration marks to determine both shaft deflection am-
plitudes and shaft orientation. The groove detail is shown in Figure 3.
Regulated shop air was required to force-cool the rear hot probes
during both running and soakback phases.
Figures 4a and 4b define the instrumentation setup and Figure 5
lists this special equipment. The use of an oscilloscope with camera and
visicorder allowed quick-look data capabilities to identify any gross
anomalies during the test.
Figure 6 shows the deflection amplitudes for both the cold (front)
and hot (rear) l ,  rations. These data are from initial tests before the
FM tape recording ou4puts were available.
FM tape recording results are shown in Figure 7a through 7p for
steady-states and starts only. These data indicate relatively large de-
flections for speeds up to 70%. Additional reduction of the tapes was
terminated due to lack of funds.
The original. plan was to document rotor shaft dynamics at minimum
unbalance with the unbalance forces coplanar in the same direction. The
data would be analyzed by NASA, MTT and Chrysler personnel. Subsequent
tests, dependent on the analysis, would include coplanar forces in the
opposite direction, increased imbalance and possible use of a compliant
shaft seal replacing the control gap seal. funding limitations did not
permit this plan to ensue.
3.2 Engine 2 (PP4-15) ,Retrofit 4, Vehicle U-4
This engine was first retrofitted in October, 1978 and installed in
vehicle U-1 until June, 1980. Prior to installation in U-4 (Dodge
Mirada) the engine was disassembled to install a new impeller and inspect
the reduction gears.
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The power ti,rbi;te	 wheel	 had	 rubbed, the	 ddllter
	 fhroud.	 I11spet t Ioil
showed the bulkhea4' to be distorted and't rot	 concentric to the power	 iiij-
bine/gas	 generator Pilots. `The engllie llousing and power turbine nozzle
assembly	 were machined, reestablish ug the	 respective	 pilots.	 A	 new
power	 turbine wheel	 and reduction	 ljear set	 were	 used	 for	 this	 build.
The first stage t ►,rbine wheel vaas replaced as it had crack indica-
tions at the blade root; area see Appendix C. (Failure Report 84). Tit ifl,
wheel was one of the first Moil 3 castings.
The latest 18/18 bladed, steel ind ►.cer impeller was also included
in this build as these components have better perfor+,rance than the 24
bladed version.
The engine was run briefly on the dynamometer to check mechanical
integrity and spot check power which was 64 hp @ 95%.
3.3 Engine 3 (PI?2-16)^ Retrofit 5 1 NASA LeRC
Power Plant 2-3 was returned to Chrysler in May, 1979 for retrofit to
the A926-1 configuration, and re-designation as PP 2-16. Total engine
time was 359.4 hours. Oil a number of discrepancies were found,
including a glazed regenerator core, failed power turbine thrust bearing,
and heavily rubbed PT rotor. These findings are documented in Appendix C
(Failure Report No. 74) and related photographs, seel Figures 8a through
8e.
Following thorough cleaning and inspection, the -1 retrofit was per-
formed. This consisted of updating the gas generator to the Mod 3 con-
figuration, the power turbine nozzle assembly to Mod 2, and the power
turbine assembly to Mod 2. During the rebuild, a number of deviations
from the released A926-1 parts list were required, as follows:
- The air inlet was re-instrumented, and the inlet guide vanes re-
worked to asrture capability of setting +60 0 throttling position if re-
quired. Program constraints prevented fitting the engine with a two-pos-
ition VIGV actuator as planned; the engine was shipped with the VIGVs
locked at zero degrees.
- A new 18-18 splitter impeller with steel inducer was installed to
facilitate rotor speed instrumentation requirements. The gap between
inducer and impeller was not filled. Clearances were higher than desir-
ed - 0.012 in. radial and 0.015 in. axial.
- As requested, a lean, premixed, prevaporized (LPP) combustor was in-
stalled. To adapt this assembly to the Mod 3 vortex, the combustor tube
required modification per sketch 952-SK-23187.
- A full set of flow baffles were installed in the engine housing per
drawing 4096591.
- The elastomer flow dam was installed in the regenerator cover for im-
proved flow distribution. This dam is defined on drawing 3814278, revi-
sion "J".
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A regenerator core of AS material had been requested. However, be-
cause of the limited availabilily of AS cores, the engine was delivered
with a standard JAS c,,re,.
- The regenerator static "L" seals were serviced and replaced as re-
quired. Final engine gold leakage wan 6.1% at 80% Ngg conditions, slight-
ly above the normal limit of 6%. Tim( did not permit investigation of
the leakage.
- Because no new parts were on hand, air bearing SIN 21-1 was inspected
and re-installed in the engine. Previous running time on this part was
19.9 hours in PP2-3 build BO.
Similarly, power turbine wheel SIN 202, found damaged on teardown,
was the only available part. The heavily ribbed arras at the blade lead-
ing edge tip and root were machined to a smooth contour as shown on Fig-
ure 9, and the wheel re-inspected and judged acceptable for reinstal-
lation as a limited-service part. PTW tip clearance was set at 0.012 in.
minimum, based on previous experience with light PT tip rubs when 0.010
in. clearance was used.
- As requested, instrumentation was limited - standard instrumentation
such as P2 statics and P5 total probe were omitted.
- It was originally planned to include, as part of the retrofit, a set
of specially-contoured PTN shrouds as supplied by NASA. However, due to
an interfFeretice problem with these new shrouds, it was agreed to build
the engine with standard Mod 2 PTN parts.
Shakedown testing revealed no mechanical problems, and performance
was satisfactory at 79.3 HP. Figures 10 and 11 compare PP2-16's perfor-
mance to the original A-926 design goals. The lower-than-expected per-
formance was attributed to the high compressor clearances, salvaged PT
wheel, and excessive seal leakage, as discussed above. However, it
should be noted that, prior to retrofit, this engine only produced 53.6
HP (PP2-3 BK).
A combustor problem early in the test period was resolved by increa-
sing burner dilution area by 20%; final NOx emissions values are shown on
Figure 11. A speed stability problem above 80% Ngg was traced to a de-
sign defiziency in the ECU. Documentation of corrective action is shown
in Appendix C (Failure Report 82).
Following a total of 28.7 hours oA, shakedown testing and calibration,
the engine waF. prepared for shipment, and delivered to NASA on March 24,
1980.
On January 8, 1981 the gas generator was disassembled at NASA to in-
vestigate the cause of high rotor drag, and the smooth foil of air bear-
ing SIN 21-1 was found shifted forward. Subsequent inspection of the
bearing at Chrysler is documented in Appendix C (Failure Report 92).
3.4 Ermine 4 (PP 5-4), Non-Retrofit, NASA LeR%"
This original release engine, extensively instrumented at NASA LeRC,
was tested at NASA to document Upgraded engine performance levels.
F-
4
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aIn at ► of fort to det 1--tm ► tie the cause	 f repo rtrd high blowby, power
turbine/reduction gear 4 was returnrd to Detroit for inspection. Seal
leak.ege meat+urrments were do(ume-oted and were within acceptable limits.
The unit c.is returned to LrHC.
Enginr 4 was deactivated, temovi-A f•om cell SE
- 2 and replaced with a
ret rot ► ttrd engine.
3.5 Ltijinr 5 (PP8-IO). Non-ketroftt, Ychicle U-3
This engine was installed in vehicle- U-3 in September, 1977 and was
principally used for display purposes.
	
Engine service was minimal. The
combustor cover was replaced is the original had loose insulation.
	
The
original inixrr/ignitor alignmt-rit was unacceptable, lheirfore .e new mixer
was installed; see Appendix C (Failure kc:ort 89).
A short in the wiring circuit. of the rlectromagnrtic clutch required
replacement of the clutch .issembly; see Appe.d ► x C (Failure Report 88).
An original release air bearing, with molybdenum disulfide coating,
has accumuiat.ed 1384 starts to date. Engine speed is limited to approxi-
mately 85% speed.
3.6 Engine 6 (PP10-14), Retrofit 2, Vehicle U-2
This engine was retrofitted and first evaluated in a test cell in
July of 1918 and installed in Vehicle U-2 September, 1978. 	 The enginr
was removed to .,ice a failed power turbine one• month later. The re-
placement assembl; utilized the latest modification, higher capacity
thrust/anti-thrust bearing system.
The	 gas	 generator	 assembly was	 refurbished	 in	 December,	 1979	 to	 re-
place T
	 thermocouples	 that had deteriorated.
	 Air hearing 8-2, which had
accumulated
	 188	 hours,	 2195	 miles,	 and	 1104 starts,	 was	 replaced with an
C updated bearing,	 i.e.,	 fine grain X750	 foil with "improved" spot welding.
Rearing 8-2 exhibited edge
	 loading toward the turbine wheel
	
side,	 and was
delivered	 to NASA
	 LeRC,
	
and
	 then
	
to MTI,
	
for	 inspection	 and comme-ntary.
The	 replacement
	 air	 bearing	 has	 accumulated 82	 hours	 of	 test	 time,
1283 miles,	 and 557 starts	 to date without
	 incident.
3.7 Engine 7 - (PP 9-11)1
 Retrofit 3.	 NASA-LeRC
The engine	 is	 retrofitted with Noel
	
fenny second
	 stage hardware	 and
was	 first	 run	 in November,
	 1978 and delivered to NASA LeRC	 in May,	 1979.
Three	 regenerator
	 elastomer
	 drive	 failures	 occurred	 between	 December,
1979 and March,
	 1980 anti are discussed in detail
	
in Section 6.2.
the	 fuel	 metering valve was	 replaced with	 the valve	 from PP5-4 (in-
active	 at	 LeRC).	 Reports	 of	 positive fuel	 shutoff problems prompted the
change.	 There	 were	 no	 significant	 calibration	 differences	 to	 warrant
reprogramming the ECU fuel
	 schedule.
Q Erratic
	 operation of
	
the power
	 turbine	 nozzle	 actuator prompted	 Its
return	 for
	 repair	 in	 late	 September,	 1980.	 the	 problem	 was	 traced	 to
galling	 between	 the	 output
	 rod and aluminum adaptor which had not been
anodized as specified.
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Iti ,ill etft)lI	 tei tit I I Imino t fit , tatlNt , tit I el tolt i 'd ItIg11 t)I"wIf ,^ ,	 ittwt'r i
t 11t If I nr/ i e-liv t I ttu Ke,I1
	
4 w, I,,, i ► 'I tirtio,pt t o Itel i itl I 	 f ttt	 Inspoi t v"ll
	
141, iI
II',Ik,ige mox,llI vnit ; Iit t, wei N 'If 4t 111liolit vtl ,ili fI were 6)1 t.It I it It( vpt AtIe I Irlli t t,
'I ho III IIt wxi	 i et III- Of 'd to  LOW%
Lti);rne 4 W,v, G leili t iv-sted,	 f k wn t eI I itj',«.° ,ilul ropi ' li ed W1 th ti
rot F i tt I t t vol rIi)',i fit , .
'3.`i Lllulue t 1 (1 1 1 18-101. Nitli^hvtrtitIt P ^ 'tVIIie 17-3
This, eily'lfle W,ll$ Intit,flIt'll III VvIili le 1J ."i III "tept ember-, ON alid W-I',
print Ip,illy hied tttr dlt,play 1t11rpose`i.	 Etwine tiei`vit (, w,v, minim,fl.	 Tht'
('outbutitor t uvi a l, Wari replat ed as the 1411gin ,il had ltittse irlslllat ion.	 '1 lit
origin!! mixor/Igifitt)r III igilmollt w,i'i Ilnbil't't'lltahl y , thelet 'trt ' .I flow Jill xvi,
was ltvitaIIed; rive APltendIx C (Vi rlur( , lic:-irt 811).
A sihort i if 	 lie w  ring ci rcuI t tt of the oleo t rom,IYlictt II • c I !itch retllll reti
replacement of the clutch assembly, siee Appo.dix C ffailure Report 88).
An original reloa.-ie air bearing, with molybdenum disulfide c'o,itiuy,,
has acctunulared 1£384 ;;tarts; to ,late. hngiue speed is limited to approxi-
mately 8 11;1 speed.
3.6 Engine - 0 (PP10-14), Retrofit 2, Vehicle I1-2
This engine was retrofitted and first evaluatod in if 	 tell in
,July of 1978 and installed in Vehicle l-2 So l,teffiber, 1978. The origins.
Was removed to a failed power turbine one morith later. `1'ho re-
placement assembly utilized the latest modification, higher capacity
thrust/,anti-thrust bearing system.
The gas generator assembly was refurbished in December, 1979 to re-
place T, thermocouples that had deteriorated. Air bearing 8-2, which had
accumulated 188 hours, 2195 miles, and 1104 starts, war replaced witil all
updated bearing, i.e., fine grain X750 toil with "improved" spot welding.
Bearing 8-2 exhibited edge loading toward the turbine wheel side, and was
delivered to NASA LeRC, art(] then to MTI, for inspection and commentary.
Tire replacement air bearing has accumulated 82 hours of test time,
1283 miles, and 557 starts to date without incident.
3.7 E4&ine_7 (PP - 9 -	 Retrofit 3. NASA LeRC
The engine is retrofitted with Noel Ienny second stage hardware and
was first run in November, 1978 and delivered to NASA LeRC in May, 1979.
Three regenerator elastomer drive failures occurred between December,
1979 and March, 1980 and are discussed in detail in Section 6.2.
life fuel metering valve was replaced with the valve from PP5-4 (in-
active at LCRC). Reports of positive fuel shutoff problems prompted the
change. There were no significant calibration differences to warrant;
reprogramming the ECU fuel schedule.
Erratic operation of the power turbine nozzle actuator prompted its
return for repair in late September, 1980. The problem was traced to
galling between the output rod and aluminum adaptor which had not been
anodized as specified.
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A service call was required in late October to l. ►miliarize NASA LehC
with Installation and prograu-ning procedures for the i-eplacraw-nt noz;,lr
actuator. "he original actuator was reconditioned. the adaptor Anodized,
and the assembly returned to NASA me a spare.
A gas generator air bearing failure in December required considerable
support activity to prepare and provide the replacement parts; see Apprn-
dlx C (Failure Report 91). NASA LeRC personnel will reassemblr the Kan
generator at their facilities.
3.8 Engine Des ip, Drawing, Parts List Updat e
During th• service contract period, drawings end parts lists were up-
dated to reflect the ongoing engineering changes instituted by vendors,
laboratory and design personnel. The Chrysler engine model number was
changed from A926 to A926-1 and is represented by Parts List 724. Sub-
assemblies such as the Noel Penny power turbine stage and droplet dif-
fusion combustor were assigned to the optional parts list while the orig-
inal power stage (with turbine wheel blades restaggered 6 a ) and lean,
premixed, prevaporized combustor were retained on the -1 parts list.
Microfilms of the updated parts were prepared, mounted in NASA aper-
ture cards, and delivered to LeRC.
Chrysler part numbers are cross indexed to the NASA numbering system.
Originally NASA assigned P/N C(X)759243 through C(X)760242 to Chrysler
for s total of 1000 nlunbers. To date numbers up to C(X)759962 were used
leaving 281 numbers. Additionally C(X)643189 through C(X)644287, a total
of 498, were assigned but not used.
Summarizing the status of the A926-1 upgraded engine release, the gas
generator, combustor, regenerator and part of the engine housing are
fully updated and included on the 724 parts list. Some minor revisions
and/or corrections in the air intake, power turbine, vehicle accessories
and parts of the engine housing were never completed due to lack of
funds.
3.9 Sire Engine Components
In an effort to minimize engine and vehicle down time, spare gas
generator and power turbine/reductio -1 gear assemblies were built and in-
clude:
- Gas generator 4, nun-retrofit for Engine 5, PP8-10, Vehicle U-3. Al-
though a non-retrofit gas generator, this assembly is comprised of
improved aerodynamic hardware, specifically CTN122 and 0.8 Baseline
CTW 125. The air bearing represents the latest mod, i.e., fine grain
X750 foil with improved spot welding. This unit was assembled as a
replacement for the gas generator currently installed in the vehicle
(assembled in July, W7, original release aero hardware and air
bearing).
- Gas generator 10, retrofit, minimum instrumentation, for vehicle use.
This assembly has an 18/18 steel inducer impeller, CTN 157 (-1°)o CTW
153, and latest mod air bearing.
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- { lower turbirir/redo.tion lit-or 2. retrofit for vehicle use. This so-
i.embly is eompitsed of an 11* bent PIW 221, modifird diffuser and
rotor bearing iontiguration.
rower turbinr/reducti..n near 9 retrofit, for test cell us• only, P-n-
gines I and 7. This assembly utilizes the Noel Prnny power stage and
latest rotor bearing configuration.
4.0 VEHICLES
Vehicles were serviced and maintained to assist WE in its efforts
to infoim the Covrritment, industry and the public of the DOE Gas Turbine
Highway Vehicle Systems Progr.,m. Vehicles were in service at DOE Head-
quarters in Washington, D.C. ani at various WF sponsored shows .end ex-
hihits throughout the country.
Two baseline and two upgraded vehicles were maintained anti made
availablr for ride/drive demonstrations for this task. One of the origi-
nel upgra.:ed vehicles, a 1916 Dodge Aspen, was replaced by a 1980 Dodge
Mirada. Additionally, a restyled Chrysler LeBaron show vehicle was main-
tained and displayed.
The six vehicles involved in s ►ipport of the Government are identified
below.
Baseline B-2 (Car 667) 1973 Plymouth Satellite
"	 B-7 (Car 671)
	 1973	 "	 to
Upgrade U-1* (Car 385) 1976 Dodge Aspen
of
	 (Car 386)
	
1976	 "	 of
of
	
(Car 649) 1977 Chrysler LeBaron
of
	 (Car 469) 1980 Dodge Mirada
* Note: Vehicle U-4 replaced U-I as an update.
4.1 Maintenance
Baseline vehicle B-3, assigned to DOE headquarters, Washington, D.C.,
was principally utilized for ride and drive demonstrations.
Two service calls were required to correct an "abort start" condi-
tion. The start cycle safety system (T 55 temperature rate of rise) failed
and was attributed to excessive undelhood temperatures. A radiation
shield was installed to reduce heat input to the start cycle safety sy-
stem.	 No system development was pursued. Combustor components and an
alternator were replaced after routine maintenance.
Limited Upgraded vehicle usage at DOE Headquarters, Washington, D.C.,
exhibited cold start problems. The vehicle was returned to Detroit as
suitable diagnostic equipment was not available. Figure 12 summarizes
Baseline and Upgraded vehicle service calls.
7
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4.2 Demonstrations
A chronGlogical summary of exhibits, displays and demonstrations
is shown in Figure 13. All requests for vehicle exhibits, displays, and
demon.itrations were met.
The vehicles were driven by numerous people with a minimum of fami-
liarization required. Generally, driveability was reported as satisfac-
tory and noise levels acceptable.
4.3 Vehicle _lJsage
Monthly operational sunmiaries of the five vehicles active during
this period are shown in Figures 14a and 14b.
4.4 Vehicle Status
Figures 15 and 16 summarize the specifications and status of the
Baseline and Upgraded vehicles respectively.
4.5 Baseline Vehicles
B-2, 1973 Plymouth Satellite
Work was initiated to reactivate this vehicle after two years of
storage. A gas generator change was required. The previous gas genera-
tor was damaged. Loss of oil pressure had failed the rotor bearing. The
vehicle is almost operational.
9-3, 1973 Plymouth Satellite
This vehicle, assigned to DOE Headquarters. Washington, D.C., re-
quired minor service as discussed previously. The vehicle is presently
in Detroit.	 It was replaced in Washington by Upgraded Vehicle U-2.
4.6 Upgraded Vehicles
U_1, 1976 Dodge Aspen
This --hicle was the second to be assembled for the program and
is essent A ly identical to U-2. It was utilized to support ride and
drive demonstrations for the coordination meetings in the Detroit area.
Vehicle activity during this period was minimal. The car was deactivated
and stored in June 1980. The engine was removed and inspected (Ref. Sec-
tion 3 2) and transferred to the Dodge Mirada, U-4.
U-2, 1976 Dodge Aspen
This vehicle supported numerous Government-sponsored shows and ex-
hibits around the country. As such, considerable commercial shipping was
utilized which resulted in damage to the vehicle structure and suspen-
sion. Strengthening the problem areas reduced the severity of damage but
did not eliminate the problem, see Appendix C (Failure Report 86). The
8
damaye was considerably more severe than what is encountered in corporate-
show %ehicles shipped around the country. The severity suggests abusive
•hipping prose,lures/tie-down techniques, e.g., rough roads and excessive
tie-down loads.
	
The shipping contractors were alerted to the problems
.end pl,eied in direct contact with our cicporate shipping personnel in an
effort to eliminate the problem.
r
During ride/drive dem,)nstrations at Ames and t;(.acil Bluffs, Iowa,
the vehik le was driven a distance of 18 1) miles at approximately 60 MPH
average speed. This included 24 mi les of typical city driving. Average
fuel economy (gasoline fuel) was 21.5 MPG, which agrees favorably with
tests conducted on a chassis rolls that averaged 21.15 MPG.
The vehicle was placed in service at the Department of Energy, Wash-
ington, D.C. in late September, 1980, and remained in service for two
moi,ths. Complaints of cycling, undershoot, and smoke were reported dur-
ing the told start procedure only. The vehicle was rec..11ed and consider-
able time and effort were expended in an attempt to identify and resolve
the problem.
	
Interaction of the various systems and suh-systems which
could contribute to the problem are shown in Figiire 17. Current field
service is very difficult without the necessary support diagnostics and
readouts. The cold starting deficiency was traced to an intentional con-
tamination of the fuel tank with kerosene-type fuel, see Appendix C (Fail-
ure Report 93).
	
The upgraded combustor/control system has minimal de-
velopment effort with alternate fuels. The effect of .alternate fuels on
the elastomers, e.g., o-rit:os, seals, etc., is of prime concern, as these
may cause swelling, resulting in erratic and/or inoperative components.
n 	 U-3. 1977 Chrvsler LeBaron
This is a modified 1977 LeBaron coupe with a distinctively-restyled
fiberglass front end. This show vehicle was built at the request of the
Department of Energy as a Public Interest Car (PIC). This veh.'cle's use
is to focus interest and attention to the gas turbine activit. spon-
sored by the Department of Energy.
The vehicle has supported numerous DOE-sponsored shows to date, both
here in the States and in England. The vehicle has been shipped an esti-
mated 24,300 miles an-4 !-ive• n less than 400 miles. The vehicle structure
and support syste-.us have had to be continually repaired due to improper
shipping and tie-down techniques. 	 The engine, which is the original
A926-0 release configuration, has riot been removed nor received major
r service work since installation in September, 1977. A combustor cap was
replaced when the linerless insulation was found to be loose. The engine
to date has accumulated 80.4 hours of running time and 1384 starts on an
original release air bearing.
U-4, 1980 Dodge Mirada
t:
Vehicle U-1, a four-door 1976 Dodge Aspen, was deactivated and its
k
	 powerplant, Engine 2 (retrofit 4), PP 4-15, was rebuilt for installation
in U-4, a 1980 Dodge Mirada. This rebuild includes the first vehicle use
of the 18 full and 18 splitter blade impeller with steel inducer. De-
tails of this engine rebuild are discussed in Section 3.2.
C
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After dynamometer qualification, the engine was installed in the
Dodge Mirada (Vehicle U-4) which shares the same basic platform and run-
ning gear with the Aspen. Vehicle modifications included floor pan re-
work for increased exhaust system size, engine compartment rework for
engine/vehicle system packaging, new pressure-operated heater and A/C
system components, A/C compressor and lines, and engine compartment wix-
ing. The distinctively-styled Mirada soft-facia front end provided suf-
ficient room to locate the oil cooler upstream of the A/C condenser for
improved cooling performance. Othex components were transferred from
Vehicle U-1, including intake and exhaust systems, ECU, hot water heat
exchanger, A/C condenser, hydraulic brake booster, steering gear, and
lightweight front crossn.Qmber.
Vehicle U-4 and the engine installation are shown in Figures 18a
and 18:x.
5.0 CONTROL SYSTEMS
5.1 Familiarization Session at NASA LeRC
Chrysler personnel participated in a control system familiarization
session at Lewis Research Center in January, 1980. The class and lab-
oratory sessions included:
- Engine control system overview
- Detailed description of the ECU
- Programming the control system
- Use of the keyboard programmer, diagnostics, and
Pro-Log programmer.
Figures 19a and 19b show the session syllabus, An instruction manual
was prepared and copies distributed.
A separate NASA contract established with Ultra Electronics provided
additional instruction in, and repair service for, their equipment in use
at Lewis Research Center.
5.2 Electronic Control Unit Modifications
Gas generator speed signal conditioning for both 18 blade steel in-
ducer installations (engines 2 and 3; PP4-15 and PP2-16) required a cir-
cuit change. The rationale for the change is described in Appendix C
(Failure Report 82), letter H. P. LeFevre to J. Gross dated March 21,
1980. Other ECU-related deficiencies were noted for future investigation
or repair.
5.3 Power Turbine Nozzle Vane Control
Rub blocks were added to Engine 2, PP 4-15, to prevent the power
turbine ring gear mesh from jamming (Figure 20). Power turbine nozzle
response is being monitored on this installation (Vehicle U-4).
The power turbine nozzle actuator on Engine 7 (PP9-11), NASA LeRC
CE-28, was replaced in October due to binding of the output shaft in the
engine housing adaptor; see Appendix C (Failure Report 90). The damaged
P___
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A ^i f or w.9 later reconditioned and shipped to LeRC a: a spare. A ser^-
v ,,, - ^ al' ., ,,is required to familiarize I.eRC personnel with installation
ara^l progr,awwing procedures, for the nozzle a(tuator, including
^- ini tial setting of the null i ,alve (FEMA),
b a .adjustment of the feedback polentit+meter for closed loop opera-
tion on T8/r, and
-- programming ?nd check out.
6.0 DEVELOPMENT TESTING
6.1 'Variable Speed Rubber Bell Evaluation
In an effort to chara-	 :e tho effect„ of axial pulley forces on
variable speed V-belt trans
	
)n performance, te s ts were performed with
an existing test rig; see F. ,	21.
Test constraints included rig slip and kinematic limits, belt stress
level, belt centerline force load cell capacity, and moderate engine tor-
ques. Test points, which were each repeated once, are defined in Figure
22. In addition, twenty no-load points were checked to establish minimum
drive torque losses.
Some general trends in power, speed, and speed ratio can be seen
in Figures 23a thru 23g. here the efficiency of the drive is plotted
against the traction coefficient. The traction coefficient is a measure
of the belt lateral loads (pulley axial forces). It is defined as (T1-
T2 )/(T 1+T2), where T and T are the belt tight and slack side tensions,
w ich are functions of torq ues, belt centerline force, and belt geometry.
Sow.` conclusions drawn from this study:
-- Reasonably high efficiencies were obtained at moderate loads
even with ± 4% allowance for measurement error.
-- Drive losses were relatively insensitive to changes in traction
coefficient.
These data have been analyzed for axial force relationships and con-
trols characterization by NASA; ref. NASA TM-81652 and SAE 810103.
6.2 Regenerator Core/Ring Gear Ilastomer
During the period of December, 1979 through March, 1980, three regen-
erator drive elastomer failures were reported by NASA. All three fail-
ures occurred while running at high gas generator speed conditions in
Power Plant 9-11, Cell CE-28. These failures are documented in Appendix
C (railure Reports 78, 81, and 83), and detailed discussion will not be
repeated here.
However, they can be summarized by stating that, in each case, there
was evidence of a possible cause or causes of the failure, but, at the
time, none of these could be singled out as the probable cause. It now
11
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appears that the probable cause was, in fact, excessive torque load caus-
ed by loss of regenerator running clearance, resulting from distortion of
the bulkhead and crossarm sections of the engine housing. This pheno-
menon can result from prolonged operation at high speeds and cycle tem-
peratures, as discussed on page 2 of Failure Report 83. At that time
Chrysler recommended that NASA ik.crease the regenerator running clearance
from a nominal 0.040 inch to a minimiun of 0.050 inch. This recomm •-nda-
tion was followed by NASA personnel, who also removed the baffles res-
tricting bulkhead cooling. Subsequently, no additional elastomer faii-
ures have been reported.
During the course of the investigation, as noted above, several
other potential sources of the failures were examined, and these activi-
ties are summarized below. Many of these are directly related to the
ongoing AGT program, and work in these areas is cono.:nuing on the Mod 015
contract effort.
Elastomer Strength vs. Temperature.
To aid in checking properties of new shipments of elastomer, and to
investigate the elastomer's strength at projected operating temperatures,
a shear test fixture was designed and fabricated. Figures 24a and 24b
show this fixture aF installed in the Instron test machine. Also shown
is a typical shear specimen before and after test (see Figure 25). The
specimens are prepared under conditions identical to those used for in-
stalling ring gears, with the same elastomer thickness (nominally 7 mm.),
and with a minimum cross-sectional area of one square inch. In an effort
to force the samples to fail in shear (as found at NASA), they were pre-
pared wi'h generous fillet radii on all edges. However, all the room
temperaturo samples failed by peeling rather than in shear, with an aver-
age shear load at failure of 330 psi. This compares to the A926 elas-
tomer design shear load of 3.5 psi, implying a room temperature safety
factor of abort 95 - clearly not a marginal design.
The fixture was then modified to allow shear testing at elevated tem-
peratures, as shown in Figure 26. Preliminary test results, shown on
Figure 27, indicate a substantial drop in material properties in the
300 -500°F range, but the design safety factor is still 14 at 500°F. It
was noted that specimens tested at 500°F and above failed in the shear
mode (as compared to the peel mode for the room temperature samples),
which matches the failure mode observed at NASA. Samples between 300 and
500 F showed evidence of both failure modes. Testing of Sylgard 186 and
candidate replacement materials is continuing with emphasis on the criti-
cal 400 -600°F range.
Elastomer Strength vs. Gasoline Exposure.
An area of concern is the predicted loss of elastomer properties
when exposed to gasoline droplets or vapor. This condition can occur
during burner development work or at other times when frequent false
starts are experienced. A preliminary evaluation of this effect was made
by exposing an earlier-design shear specimen to concentrated gasoline
vapors for twenty hours prior to room temperature test. The elastomer
showed marked swelling, with resulting lower durometer and higher elonga-
tion, but still sustained a load of 70 psi before failing in the peel
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In future tests, the effect of gasoline Vapor on hot strength will
dISO be documented. :t should be noted that fluorosilicone coatings .ire
available t,,i use in protecting the silicone elastomer from attack by
hydrocarbons if needed.
Increased Elastomer Area De! ri.
Should it be determined that reduced shear load on the A926 regen-
erator drive elastomer is needed, a design with increased elast,,mer shear
area has been proposed. This design, shown schematically in Figure 28,
is an adaptation of the AGT configuration. It permits an increase in
elastomer shear area by at least 75%, reducing maximiiin shear load to ap-
proximately 2 psi. Other advantages include:
-• An increase in the relative elastomer surface area exposed to
cooling air flow.
- A shorter heat flow path length betwo-en source (matrix) and sink
(ring gear).
-- An increase in the number of individual elastomer segments - from
9 to 36 - to imprt:vr load-sharing capacity of the remaining pads
should a single pad failure occur.
Detailing of this design will not be initiated unless needed
Graphite Seal Friction vs. Moisture Content.
As discussed on page 3 of Failure Report 81 in Appendix C, graphite
seals are subject to contamination with atmospheric moisture, resulting
in momentarily higher friction loads until the heat of friction and/or
combustion can evaporate it. Preliminary tests, using small samples of
graphite statically loaded on a representative matrix surface, showed
that breakaway torque can double in the presence of moisture (see Figure
29). However, for this condition to seriously affect elastomer life, a
condition of maximum load and zero regenerator speed would have to be
achieved (equivalent to 100% gas generator speed and a stalled power tur-
bine) - an impossible situation. No additional investigation in this
area is planned, although the seal friction and wear test machines naw in
operation could be used for further evaluation of graphite seal dynamic
friction vs. moisture content should the need arise.
Excessive Core Speed Rate of Change.
During this investigation, the question was raised as to the possi-
bility that rapid changes in engine output shaft speed, imposed b • cell
CE-28's programmable dynamometer, could cause excessive elastomer loads.
A subsequent review of the cell's dynamometer speed vs. time traces, sup-
plied by NASA, showed that there was no cause for concern; maximum rate
of dynamometer speed change indicated was 700 RPM per second.
7.0 MISCELLANEOUS
7.1 Delivery of Parts
Twenty-seven individual requests for engine parts and/or information
r
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were made by NASA personnel from October, 1919 to February, 1981. An
itemized list of ail parts shipped, arranged in reverse chronological
order, is shown rn Figure 30. Air freight services were utilized to
expedite deliveries.
7.2 Inventory, DO6 Government-Owned Capital Property
In accordance with a letter dated April 10, 1980 from R. H. Bauer,
Manager/Regional Representative, U.S. Dept. of Energy, Chicago Operations
and Regional Office, Financial Management Division, 9800 Snnth Cass Ave.,
Argonne, 111. 60439, Chrysler Corporation prepared the first semi-annual
capital inventory of DOE Government-owned property.
This property is part of the NASA-managed automotive gas turbine
development program and is presently at two locations:
1. Chrysler Corporation
12800 Lynn Townsend Drive
Highland Park, Michigan 48231
2. NASA Lewis Research Center
21000 Brook Park Road
Cleveland, Ohio	 44135
This inventory, not included in this report, is available upon request.
Additionally, a summary of spare parts procured during this contract
period is appended as Figures 31a and 31b.
7.3 Parts Failure Reporting
Part failures and deficiencies were routinely reported as an ongoing
activity of the service contract. Twenty Failure Reports were written
and are attached as Appendix C. Air bearing failures were the most sig-
nificant Upgraded e ►.gine deficiency that impacted on the development pro-
grams at NASA. Regenerator ring gear/core elastomer failures contributed
next to test cell down time.
The vehicles were plagued with frame and structural damage induced
by improper chassis tie-down techniques employed by commercial carriers
responsible for transporting the vehicles. Chassis tie-downs and adja-
cent structures were reinforced on all vehicles. Coordination of activi-
ty between the carriers and knowledgeable corporate personnel did reduce
the damage problem.
8.0 CONCLUSIONS
1. All requests for vehicle exhibits, displays and demonstrations were
met.
2. Transportation of vehicles via commercial carrier resulted in an in-
ordinate amount of chassis damage attributed to tie-down procedures.
Reinforcement of the chassis structure and correct tie-down procedure
minimized this problem.
3. Ongoing maintenance of test engines at NASA LeRC, Cleveland,
Ohio, and Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Mich., was accomplished.
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4. The CTW air be.&ring dem-)nstrated unacceptable reliability in test
cell Prig ines. No air hearinR failureK were experienced during limit-
ed vehicle test ► iq.
S. Several total arid partial failures of the regenerator-to-ring-gear
elastomer were experienced in NASA test engine-, at LeRC. These were
.attributed to high engine • spends and cycle temperatures experienced
,t LeRC. rte problem was alleviated by removal of engine housing
temperature control baffles and increased regenerator seal clearance
(.040 ► n. to .050 in.).
6. The Upgraded engine parts lists and prints were updated. 	 Micro-
films were delivered to NASA
7. One vehicle was updated: U-1, Dodge Aspen (1976 model) to U-4, Dodge
Mirada (1980 model).
fl. Gas generator compressor sections of engines tested at LeRC exhibit-
ed significantly more imprller/diffuser dirt deposits than engines
tasted at Chrysler, in both cells and vehicles. This problem was
attributed to the air handling systems at LeRC.
U
	
	
9. An inventory of parts/equipment was completed and the results were
reported to NASA.
10. A marginal supply of spare parts for the Upgraded engines and vehi-
cles resulted in some difficulty in effectively sustaining the pro-
grain. Some aerodynamic components, e.g., power turbine and compres-
sor turbine wheels, were classified as limited service.
11. The level of technical support to NASA diminished significantly as
LeRC personnel gained experience and familiarity with automotive pro-
cedures and rationale. Transmittal of the documentation of Pngine
builds, test hours, and test procedures to Chrysler could be improv-
ed.
9.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
I. The air bearing design should be modified for foil attachment by
means other than spot welding, to achieve satisfactory service life.
2. Emphasis should be directed increasingly to vehicle systems operat-
ing in real-world situations.
A. Electronic control system inconsistencies and lack of reliability
should be resolved.
B. Maximum use of vehicles for routine commuting and intercity
travel should be encouraged to promote identification and resolu-
tion of real problems as opposed to dynamometer-duty problems.
Actual fuel economy should be documented for comparison with EPA
e
	
cycle values.
C. Vehicles should be made easily identifiable as gas-turbine-
powered to better assess public acceptance and support for the
program.
Q
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3. Polyrm ► ,1e outer regenerator seals should
and fragile graphite parts whenever convenient.
4. Compressor diffusers should be replaced by new parts which are "clos-
ed" 1.5° (design available) to achieve improved compressor surge mar-
gin at max ► mi ►m power conditions, so that full engine and ve-hicle per-
formance potential can be achieved.
S. An adequate supply of spare parts should be established, especially
long-lead items such as turbine wheels and regenerator assemblies.
6. Analysis of t1 ►e rotor shaft dynamics (tests of Engine 1, PP3-13)
should be completed by a consortium of Chrys l er, NASA, and MTI per-
sonnel. Additional testing of rotor imhalancv modes is also encour-
aged.
7. Further demonstration of the LPP combustor concept is recommended
in both test cell and vehicle. Use of a ceramic reactor tube section
would avoid the durability problem of the metal tube and promote
ceramic technology.
8. Vehicle sound levels should be documented, including the SAE J986b
drive-by procedure, idle, and road load conditions.
9. An investigation should be conducted on the factors that influence
reduction gearing noise. These factors would include pinion gear to
rotor shaft attachment, rotor bearing spring and damping rates, tooth
finish and contour, and lubrication variables.
la. An effort should br made to improve engine/vehicle responae from
idle. Redesign of the turbomachinery for reduced inertia and/or im-
proved idle load control (to permit an efficient, higher idle speed)
would be directly effective.
11. Improved, simplified, and better co-ordinated record keeping would
help keep Chrysler and NASA Lewis personnel aware of current status
of problems, parts, priorities, and achievements.
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Q:'Y.	 DESCRIPTION	 _	 IDENTIFICATION
2	 bent Iy Nevada, Proximi'y Probes	 Type 190-00-00-07-18-02 Mith
Hot Z ,-)ne	 Cera sic Tip SIN: 408088 ( 1 ),
108090 (2)
2	 Ben~ly Nevada Proximity Probe
Cr, ld Zone
4	 Bently Nevada Co-Axial
Exten.,ion Leads
Typt• 125-FL-18
SIN
	
14145(3), ?14144(4)
Type 2789 -144
4	 Bently Nevada Proximitor 	 Mode 20931-02 (3115-23F,8-190)
SIN 17653(1), 87646(2),
17673(3), 87582(4)
1	 Aropian Regulated Power Supply	 h?ode B186750
Supply •,ith CORCOM EMI Filter	 Type 7444-1K3-1 amp
(Power Source for Proximitors)
1	 Signal Conditioner Zero Offset- C,. ,. ler fabricated
Proximity Probes.
1	 MB Electronics Vibration Meter	 Mode'-t-16, Serial No. 764
2	 M9 Vibration Pickup-
1 vent axis, 1 horiz. axis
1	 Honeywell Visicorder
1	 Hewlett Packard FM Tape
Recorder - 14 Channel
1	 Calibration Module-FM Recorder
1	 Tektronix 3scilloscope
1	 Tektronix Oscilloscope Camera
with Electronic Flash and
Shutter
1	 Burr-Brown Signal Conditioner-
12 Channel Capacity
('hry::ler Nu. 1010
Type 124
Model 1858
	
Chrysler No.22195
Repro. Sect ion-Model 3514A
Record Section-Model 3513A
Voice Channel-Model 3604A
Tape Transport-Model 3525A
Chry-.,Ier No. 169.049
Chrysler Fabricated
Model 5113 Serial No. B114214
Chrysler No.-2206
with:4 channel amp. module
Model 5A14N
:Dual Time Base Module
Model 5B12N
Model C-5B
	 Serial No.B024009
Chrysler No.-2294
Power Supply Model 506/16A
Chrysler No. 15441
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	 FIGURE 13
VU1ICLE USAGE SLMMARY
1979 - 1981
A fT1H
Oct.
Nov
Dec.
Jars.
Feb.
March
April
May
.kine
VEHICLE NU.
U-1	 385
HOURS
55.3
55.3
55.6
56.1
56.4
56.5
57.1
57.6
51.6
MILES
545.5
546.5
546.9
547.4
547.4
547.4
547.4
547.4
547.4
Si'AR'i'S
682
683
706
722
725
726
747
750
750
CU MENl S
Deactivated vehicle;Removed E-2.
Oct. U-2	 386 380.0 5556.9 3362 Electric clutch replaced
Nov. 388.5 5610. 3445 FM	 actuator req. service.
Vehicle chassis sustained damage
Dec. 391.4 5627.4 3475 Repaired chassis structural damage;
serviced gas generator
Jan. 395.5 5641.5 3502
Feb. 404.4 5698.5 3568
March 407.7 5749.9 3592
April 424.1 6088.1 3677 Repainted vehicle
May 426.2 6105.1 3693
June 429.3 6145.5 3706
July 435.6 6264.3 3734
Aug. 442.5 6493.7 3793
Sept. 448.8 6598 3861 Shipped vehicle to Wash. D.C.
Oct. 454.7 6683 3883
Nov. 461.6 6819 3946 Req'd. service call; control
problem cold start
Dec. 464.4 6828 397: Return to Detroit;diagnose
control problem
Jan. 470.6 6893 4001
Oct. U-3	 649 60.6 279. 924
Nov. 60.6 279. 924
Dec. 60.8 *- *-
Jan. 61.6 - 940 Repaired intake duct/boot
Feb. 67.9 307 1034 Repaired chassis structural
damage, cooler, fan mounts
March 68.8 308. 1104
April 70.4 309 1151
May - - - Repainted vehiclq shipped to
Sacramento. Calif.
June - - - Display/demonstration,
Sacramento, Calif.
July - - -
Aug. - - -
Sept. 75.6 321 1291 Returned to Detroit; repaired;
shipped to Wash. D.C.
Oct. 79.4 332 1348 Shipped from Wash. D.C. to
Daytona Beach, Fl.;returned to Det.
Nov. 80.1 332 1376 Display at Mich.Energy Expo 80
Dec. 80.1 332 1379
Jan. 80.4 332 1384
* odometer, counter inoperative	 FIGURE 14a
IVF}1ICLE USAGE SLMIARY
1979 - 1981
K
M()f1H
	
VFMCLE NO. HOMS MILES S"I'AR1'S COMM'S
Aug.	 U-4	 469 - 53.0 - Vehicle modf.fication curr4)Iete
Sept. 57.9 53.0 7bb Note: hrs, starts, are frum
vehicle (l-1,Engiiw 2
F. Oct. 67.8 99.0 845 Prepared for CLM, Mod MD15 contract
Nov. 82.5 313.0 896 Demonstration at C(N Hyatt Regency
funded by MUD 1ID15 cuntract
Dec. 87.5 324.0 923 Installed updated cer comfort
systems
Jan. 89.6 324.0 941
X
Sept.	 B-3	 671 1025.4 21659 5618 Baseline vehicle, in storage
@ Silver Spring Dodge Inc.,
Silver Spring, Md.
Oct. 1026.6 21670 5625
Nov. 1026.6 21670 5626
►. Dec. 1026.6 21670 5632 Reactivated vehicle
Jan. 1026.6 21670 5633
.K
ir
i
R
t
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(WIRUL SYSTEM FAMI L I Alt I !A"11(jN S(.;lirDULE
UPGRADED ENGINE
NASA SERVICE CONTRACT DEN 3-144
JANUARY 22-24, 1980
I	 CONIROL SYSTEM W RVIEW AND E%INE RE4IIREIOrS
1. Fuel System
2. Variable Power Turbine Nozzle System
3. Variable Inlet Guide Vane System
4. Starter System
S. Safeties
I I	 PROGRAM1MABLE ANALOG CONT I)L ( PAC) SYSTEM
1. Early Development (PAC 120, PAC 250)	 t
2. Description of Electronic Cor.*_rol Unit (ECU)
(PAC 500)
Mother Board	 l
Pouter Supply
Analog Input/Output Boards
Analog Computer (GCA Board)
Digital GCA Control and RCM Memory
3. Software Programming
4. Programming Hardware
R Pin Panel
Prolcg Prom Prograrrmr
Keyboard Programmer
Program Printer
S. Sensors
6. Turbine Control Panel and Engine/ECU Diagnostics.
III	 PROCRAMMING THE PAC 50C
1. Block Diagrams
2. Flow Charts
3. Analog Computing Unit (ACU) Instruction Set
4. Typical Subroutines
Pre-Start Timer and Open Circuit Safeties
Pedal Schedule
Gas Generator Speed Governing
FIGURE
	 19a
1
IV	 LABORATORY SESSION
Engine Simultation/Keyboard Demonstration
Engine Test/Prom Programming Demonstration
V	 FIJURE CONSIDERATION
1. NASA Engine Tests
2. Acr
Digital/Analog
Dedicated/Programmable
Input/Output L ,-rface
Programmable Digital Controller - PDC
Dedicated Programmable Production Prototype
1. Control System Excerpt, A-926 Final Report, with additional
notes on ECU.
2. Section 4 (Programming) of PAC User's Manual, Ultra Electronics, Inc.
with sample Upgraded Engine subroutines.
FIGURE 19b
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IV-BL LT CVT K1G TLS'1'5
1
TLS1	 PULNI'S
Specified Available
;:o N1'
Ni Nu out Set t ink Kanyi, Ka_	 nza
1.78 3200 11.0 A .1	 -	 .9 .1	 -	 .6
1.00 3200 19.5 B .2	 -	 .9 .1	 -	 .8
r
1.00 lduu 11.0 C .2	 -	 .9 .1	 -	 .8
.56 1800 19.5 U .2	 -	 .9 .2	 -	 .8
1.78 3200 19.5 E .2	 -	 .9 .2	 -	 .6
1.
I.UU 3200 34.7 F .3	 -	 .9 .2	 -	 .8
1.OU 18OU 19.5 G .3	 -	 .9 .2	 -	 .8
.56 1800 34.7 11 .4	 -	 .9 .3	 -	 .8
r
61 Total 53 Total
49 Total, Specified and
Achievable
R
No	 Uutput Speed, RPM
Ni n Input Speed, KPM
T 1 T2, increments of .10
	
1	 2
	
T 1 , T 2	Estimated Belt Tension Forces
it
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ELASTOMER SAMPLE SHEAR TEST FIXTURE
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ELASTOKER SHEAR TEST FIXTURE
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
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ELASTOMER
AIR FLOW
I`
2
ELASTOMER - R FLOW
+	 A-9?6 CERAMIC RE(:FNFRP.TOR
PRESENT AND PROPOSED FLASTOMERIC MOUNTING SYSTEMS
PRESENT SYSTEM
R
PROPOSED SYSTEM
il t,
FIGURE 28
IL
IBREAKAWAY FORCE VERSUS TIME
HUMIDITY EFFECT ON GRAPHITE
x sample A
	
	 polished surface initially - sealed in plastic bag
with moisture and stored at room temperature
Q sample B
	
	
polished surface initially - sealed in plastic bag
with moisture and refrigerated
O sample C
	
	
surface as-run - stored at room temperature adjacent
sample A
. test samples are sections of failed inner rear
regenerator rubbing seal
. specimens stored with moisture were dabbed dry to remove
beads of moisture which formed during soak period
. these are averages of 5 readings
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FIGURE 29
DELIVERY OF PARTS W NASA LeRC
October, 1979 to February, 1981
02/03/81 Failed air bearings (6-1 and 21-1) and reports, shaft dyanmics reports
01/14/81 CR 95	 insulation,	 rear	 rotor	 seal,	 torch gasket and AN890 material
12/05/80 PTN	 actuator	 S/N	 3,	 burner gaskets,	 misc.	 fittings
11/11/80 Air	 bearing S/N	 25, middle	 seal,	 "0" rings
10/14/80 Final	 report
	
Vol.	 2
09/03/80 Outer regenerator 	 seal,	 burner/torch gaskets,	 torch bolts
08/07/80 Burner cover S/N 3
08/18/80 Stainless allen screws, access	 panel	 screws,	 tab washers
07/31/80 CR	 95	 insulation,	 filler,	 Ludox
06/03/80 Final	 report
	
Vol.	 1,	 Vol.	 3
05/28/80 Pre-mixer S/N 7,	 tube S/N	 17,	 gaskets,	 burner parts
04/25/80 Engine,	 transmission,	 and misc.	 material	 removed	 from Car 649
X
04/17/80 Regenerator
	
S/N	 11,	 gaskets,	 fuel	 filter,
	
air	 inlet foam gaskets
03/18/80 Final	 report Vol.	 4,	 actuator SIN 4
03/03/80 Seal,	 rear	 inner-regenerator
02/13/80 Burner	 liner	 S/N	 16
02/11/80 Base	 plates,	 graphite	 seal,	 regenerator,	 eccentric, Pro-Log
01/21/80 ECU,	 keyboard	 programmer,	 Pro-Log,	 fuel	 pump,	 fuel filter,	 misc.	 fuel
system parts
.
E 01/14/80 Compressor turbine nozzle	 S/N 160
01/14/80 Assembly reduction gear S/N 4
01/10/80 Silicon carbide vortex, 	 simulated	 rotor
01/09/80 Metering valve,	 PTN support,
	
ring gear,	 PTN	 vanes, shrouds
12/21/79 Regenerator	 S/N	 16,	 seals,	 torch bolts and washers
11/27/79 Oil	 pump S/N 55,	 oil	 pump pick-up
11/14/79 Large wall	 photographs of Car 386
11/01/79 Keyboard programmer, ECU
10/10/79 Assembly - PTN S/N 8 (less 	 support)
t
0	 FIGURE 30
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APPENDIX A
ConCract UEM-146
UNI11M STATES
NATIONAL AEROtAAl1TICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRA'T'ION
LEWIS RESEARCH CWIUE
CLE'VEIAM), OHIO 44135
r
r.
r.
r.
s
t
SPECIFICATIONS
FOR SUPF' )Ki' SERVICES
:'OR THE AUIU90TIVE
CAS '11RBI NE PRW ECT
SPECIFICATION 3-858476
s
A-1
Contract DEN: -144
Z. GENERA'
The Lovernment has supported development of automotive gas turbine engines
and gas turbine-powered automobiles since 1972, principally through an EPA (then
ERUA, now DOE) contract with the Chrysler Corporation (contract number EY-76-C-02-2749
The principal oblective of this contract was the dev e lopment of the Baseline en-
gine vehicle, and the Upgraded engine and vehicles.
These vehicles have seen service in Washington, DC and have been displayed at
various Government-sponsored conferences and meetings. Both Baseline and Up-
graded engines and engine components have been provided to NASA-Lewis for use
in-house research programs. In addition, Chrysler has prepared displays and
exhibits for DCE's use in informing elements of the Government (Congress, OM, etc.),
industry, and the public about the DOE lieat Engine Program.
It is expected that the Gover-anent (both DOE and NASA-Lewis) will have a con-
tinuing need for the Baseline and Upgraded engines and vehicles, and fur the
various displays and exhibits previously prepared. Support services, maintenance,
spare parts, ecc. for the engines, vehicles and displays have been provided in
the past by Chrysler as a task under the DOE contract. That contract will be com-
pleted on June 30, 1979. Therefore, this contract is required such that the
came type of experience support continues to be provided for the engines and
vehicles in the possession of the Government, and that the displays and exhibits
are maintained and available by DOE's purposes.
II. SCOPE OF WORK
This Statement of Work describes the tasks to be performed by the Contractor
to provide support to the GaverL. ent, in the form of services and materials, to
assist DOE in its efforts to infori the Goverment, industry, and the public of
the DOE Gas Turbine Highway Vehicle Systems Program. This shall include repair,
retrofit and maintenance of Baseline and Upgraded engines and vehicles used for
demonstration or test purposes at Government facilities.
III. FUNCTIONS TO BE PERFORMED
A. Exhibits, Demonstrations, and Information
1. Task: Support the DOE Highway l)ehicle Systems Office Gas Turbine
Program in DOE's efforts to inform the Gove =ent, industry, and the public. To
accomplish this, the Contractor shall prepare visual aids, exhibits, displays,
and demonstrations of gas turbine vehicles and related information, equipment, or
t,ardware for evet.ts involving the Government, industry, and the public as directed
by the .XASA Contra,i:ing Officer. The transportation, setup, and dismantling of
displays shall a,!so be provided. This support effort may require performing various
tests to provide experimental data to demonstrate the performance potential of the
automotive gas turbine engine.
A-2
it
I
Contract DEN3-144
I
2. Requirement: Personnel performing the services shall be qualified
and knowledgeable automotive gas turbine specialists.
B. Mdintenance, Repair, Re'rofit, and Inspection
0
	
	
1. Task: Perform or provide for the routine and non-routine maintenance/
repair/retrofit/inspection of the Baseline and Upgraded engines and vehicles as
directed by the Contracting Officer t.) support the continuing operational needs
of the Gas Turbine Project Office.
2. Requirement: Personnel performing the services shall be trained and
qualified in the operation and maintenance of the Baseline and Upgraded engines
and vehicles.
C. Materials and Spare Parts
Materials and spare parts needed for display purposes and for the main-
tenance/repair/retrofit/test/ of engines and vehicles as will be specified by the
=	 NASA Contracting Officer.
D. Reporting Requirement!
The Contractor shall provide Monthly Financial and Technical Progress
Reports in a format of his own choosing (corporate letterhead is acceptable).
1. The Monthly Financial Report shall provide for each Deliver y Order
the labor hours e xpended per category aria the resources ezrended for the reporting
period; an estimate of plan..ed spending luring the following month and the re-
sources remaining in the contract.
2. The Monthly Technics-' Progress Re port shall contain a narrative
summary of the services performed under each Delivery Order, the problems en-
countered, hardware replaced and recommendations for future procedures and/or
inspections to be performed, based on the Contractor's experience. Assessments
of failures shall be reported. In addition, the Contractor shall document for
each vehicle the hours, starts, and miles accumulated during the period and the
cumulative totals.
3. The Contractor shall su}mit, by the fifteenth of the following month,
sip: (6) copies of each required Month'.y Report as directed by the NASA_ Contracting
Officer.
4. A Summary Rf!por*_ describing the Contractor's experience  in providing
support ;nd maintaining the engines and vehicles shall be prepared at the end of
the contract period of performance. This report shall include all display and
support services, the repair history, failure reperts, utilization of spare parts,
and suggestions for improvement.
5. The Contractor shall deliver wer.ty (20) copies of the Surm:ary Repert
as directed by the 14ASA Contracting Officer ,A tnin thirty days after the end of
the contract period of performance.
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PAGE 1 OF 2
'CAN 1W
NASA--LEW1 6
RES.	 C. A-926 9/8/79 PP 2-380
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES
	
9520-926-74
I"Wip TO,	 n No	 9010	 C.E.	 Wa(jner"FL
PART NAME
	
Power Turbine/Reduction Gear Assembly 3
PART NUM91111
MILLI ON PART	 108.5 hours,	 Pinion Journal 8,
	
258.4 hours,	 PTW 202
TYK OF OPERATION
	
Transient Tests,	 Emission Test at NASA Le RC,
Cleveland,	 OH
Dr ITY Lt
c -.I/TIQh Of F ► ILull9 OR DEFICIENCY	 The	 engine was	 returned	 from NASA to	 the
Research lab for retrofitting.
	 (Mod 3 gas generator and Mod 2
power turbine)	 There was no report of engine failure,
	 although
co::trol of engine speed was erratic.
	 ?artial disassembly
revealed the following damage:
1.	 The regenerator core 12
	 (341.1 hours)	 was glazed for a
60'	 sector due to over temperature. 	 The unit can be
salvaged.	 The inner,
	 rear regenerator seal was cracked.
2.	 The power turbine thrust bearing was failed. 	 The
sleeve bearing moved forward axially in the aluminum
support but was not seized on the pinion journal.
The journal is barrel shaped and crazed. 	 Discoloration
of the bearing assembly is minimal,
	 indicating presence
of oil cooling.	 The pinion/journal can be salvaged by
metal spraying and grinding.
3.	 The power turbine wheel moved forward gently contactin g
the interstage assembly.
	 The wheel is salvageable.
(PLEASE WRITE LAPORATOR v
 INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE AND MAIL TO
DATA SECTION DEPARTMENT 17G PROVIMG GROUNDI
ro.r a	 ^CHRYSLER CORPORATION	 ^^
ENGINEERING STAFF 	 .-!.
C-3
PAGE 2 OF 2
NASA
Le RC A-926 9/8/79 PP 2- 380
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES
T
	 WIPT NO 9010	 NIL	 C R IER	 Wagner
PART NAME	 Power 'ru.bine/Reduction Gear Assembly 3
/ART N MDER
PILLS ON ► ART
TYPE O F OPERATION
SOOT STYL E
D[SCRIPTI	 N Of FAIL RE OR DEFICIENCY
4. The intake system and compressor discharge ducting is
severely contaminated with a sooty substance noted
in all gas generators returr:ed from the NASA facility.
The engine will be retrofitted as planned.
1
1
T.	 Golec
Cc:	 P. R. Angell	 P.	 Kerwin	 (NASA)
G.A. Ball	 Re	 Padovini
A. Billington	 R.F.	 Paul.ey
J.H. Engel	 R.S.	 Rarey
T. Golec	 N.W. Sparks
J.V. Gross	 E.Z. Trieskey
F.A. Hagen
(PLEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE AND MAIL TO
DATA SECTION DEPARTMENT 870 PROVING GROUND)
FOR" 111.11 14
tr'
• 	 +	 11	 Mss'CHRYSLER CORPORATION
ENGINEERING STAFF	 ..^
G-4
^^^	 PATF	 OLA)MC I
LEWISIWK ,
RES. CENTER	 A-926	 9/20/79 ---	 PP9-11 G
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES 9520-926-75
Ir,sueDTO DA.T^_ 9010	 M,,	 - C._ E`Wagner
PART NAM[	 Overunning Clutch Assembly
►ART%V Btk	 3814425	 ( Not Serialized)
MILLS ON PART	 -- Refr:	 Failure Reports 9520-926-18 & 64
TYPEOFO- INA7ION 	 T rans ient Tests,	 Emiss ion Tests at NASA Lewis Res. Center
Cleveland, OH
BODY STYLI -_	 -
DESCRIPTION OF FAILURE OR DEFIC IENCY	 Overrunning clutch component,.:, 	 ( Springs	 &
Sprags),	 were found in the oil pan. 	 The
-
cause
-
and time of failure
is unknown, engine operation was - unaffected by the failure.
Examination of the clutch indicated that the ^Ifront plastic sprag
retainer had separated from the clutch assembly allowing the sprags
and springs to fall out.
---	 _------- - - - — -- - Tom Gol c —
cc:	 A.	 Bill -
-p9 0 --1I
J.
	 Gross _.
_ _ --- -	
-	 -	 - --	 ------ --- —
	
— _
'	
-- —F .	 Haden	
---	 -	
...	 ..
1
- -' - ---	 • - -.....- --•----
1^.	 P,_ Kerwin
	
( NASA )...- 
 ..----- - -	 --
d
----- -- - — ---- 
_ _— --- ^'
I^
E.	 Kohl
-- 	
_
N
-- --	 __.. ----- -----^^I
_Padovini
N. Sparks
FORM =^o-e7se
CIMS 422-01--09
(PLEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL- TO 	 !^
DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 0970, PROVING GROUNDI
- . - , -.	 .. .. _	 .tom . -..-._..r— f
—^+7. 'tamv^1 1:YlR1.i'1LpL
CHRYSLER CORPORATION 
P. P. 6 0. STAFF
C-7
III
.;,^. 44.	
i J 5470. 6 Ml .
	 ,
386	 DODGE ASPEN
	 10/23/79	 375.3 HP	 PP10-14AF'
..^.^^
FART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES	 9520-926-76
101191 9 TO a•T No 90 1 Q 	 M0	 C. E . Waaner
+tThAMI Ass'_y - Accessory_ DrLve _ A&=ie_
..PART hUMBER	 3814489
MILLS ON PART
(TYPE Or OP(RATloN Ride/Drive Demonstration
IOOY STYLE
	 _	 --	 -_-
)ESCRIPTION OF FAILURE ON OEIICIENCY Low oil pressure wa s observed during the start
cycl e. When the ower turbi ne /reduction_ gear accelerated to SLLe_ ji
speed, pressure was normal indicating a malfunction in the starter
1.gear box/e lectric clutch drive sxstem __ The _key,__ PIN 38 1 4582, welde d^l
to insert 3814583 of electric clutch ass' 3814589 failed at t
weld. The hex drive shaft disengaged. The clutch assembly was
replaced. The failed unit _ can be salvaged.
I
f^
>t
9
e
Tom Go.lec
cc: A. Bi11ington	
___ - ----
	
-- -- ...
	
-	 ---	 ---
T. Golec
--	
J. Gross
I^-- --- - F. Hagen —
II	 Paul Kerwin (NASA)	 R. Padovini
	
^I
---- -- 
E. Kohl	 N . Sparks.	
--_--.__ . _.. ---- - --------^I
I^	 ......	
CIMS 422-01-09 -
 IPLEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MNIL TO
DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 4570, PROVING GROUND)
	 ,I
PoRM:=o - aTOe	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION	 Y
P. P. a D. STAFF
C-6
ut n rA. uo"d	 V1,141C 41)
386
	 (U-2) A-926 1/04/80 5610	 PP 10-14AG
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES 	 9520-926-77
ISS EDT	 Di rt  NQ	 r^
PART NAM!
	
BOLT-PUSH ROD TO RING GEA R LEVER
PARt nuM 4Elt 	 3814223	 NOT SERIALIZED
IMILLS011PART	 PROBA BLY 168 HOU R S,	 220 0 MILES
-!
(running time f or PP
	 -
in car)
^1 YPE Of OPERATION	 VEHICLE
`pooY STYLE Material	 410 SS;	 hardness lyp	 39RC;	 torque s;2 c 35 lb in.
-	 S CRIP?ION Of IA1 LuRE OM Off IC IINC Y —.—_–^
houlder bolt separated at bearing surface while reinstalling power
turbine nozzle actuator. 	 Bolt wasfound to have previous crack
extending 30% of section.	 Hardness checked 33 RC at hebd,
	 25 RC
at shank.
	 This .nay be dueto operating and soakback—temperatures
exceeding that for 39 RC tempering (315 0 C). 	 Material or desi n
charges are being considered.
Bruce Chapman
cc:	 A.	 billington
T	 Goi ec
J. Gross
^^----
	 Hagen
I^	 Paul Kerwin (NASA)
II
-E I KvhL
---- --	 - --	
--- - - - ----
if^____	 R.	 Padovini
/mttN. Sparks	 CIMS 422-01-09
(PLEASE WRITE LAEORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SILL AND MAIL T
DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 6670, PROVING GROUND)
oim 2=o-47119 --	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION
F. P. A D. STAFF	 –
L–]
14
u •r.. ASA- ,..,^ ,•..
Lewi s Researc]^
12/19/79	 1 152.4 Hrs. __^PpCenter	 A-926-1 9-11I
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES	 9520-926-78
IjSVjQ TQ OIn 000 9010	 MR	 C. E.	 Wagne r
P AR T %AM 1 	 ASSEMBLY - REGENERATOR GORE, COMPLETE
3814226	 S/N 7PART 04UMIgn
152.4 Hrs.
V LLS 001 PART
TRANSIENT AND STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE TESTING AT NASATYP10F OPIRATION
N/A1 990Y STr
i
SC RIPTI N 0! OI AIL RI O R DIFICIINCY	 The elastomeric pads of the	 regene rator drive
i
system failed while running under 90% N__gg steady-state conditions ^I
at NASA.	 The engine reporuedlry ran for several minutes after the
core stopped  ttiz ninq, as evidenced by a heavy rub betwe en the rim 
J
and cover. The majority of pads appeared to have sheared	 r
circumferentially at the mid-point, with a row pads showing small
areas of secondary matrix break--e_ There was no evidence of
adhesive failure at either the rim or matrix surfaces. This is 	 ^I
the first failure of the elastomer pads in shear since the A-926 ^1
program began. It is possibly related to the conversion to
Sylgard 186 Ela stomeri since Dow Corning has discontinued manu-
facture of the previously used Sylgard 187. All parts are
salvageable. It is recommended that NASA install exhaust gas (T9)
jl overtemperature safeties for future
^^cc T. Golec/J. Gross/F. Hagen/Paul
R. Padovini/N. Sparks/R. Warren
engine tests.
A. Bil l ington 1/7/8.0__
Kerwin (NASA); E. K' 
o_ 
1	 ^!
,I
0	 CIMS 422-01-09
IPL9A59 'RRIT9 LAGONATURY IN5P9CTION ON R9V9059 5109, AND MAIL TO
A^TA 59CTION, OSPAR T M9NT •510, PROVING OROUMOI 	 y^.I
ioRM iio-stss	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. a D. STAPP
9
	 L-8
INFORMATIONAL
	
649 U-3	 IG&s2Turbine 11 -29-80	 I	 279	 i I'P8-10L
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES A-926-9520-79
	
a.r "
	
9010	 up C. fq. Wagner
. 1I,AM I 
	
Boot - Air Intake-
3814"4
is0AIPART 279 Miles
Vehicle DesiIonstration i` pl!y - -
1	 -
eLV, MT	 The boat was cut at the two front corners
s a result the filter system was by-passed.
-
 The aluminum intake
uct was also damaged due to relative movement between the duct
and engine proper. This damage is attributed to the excessive
amount of shipping this vehicle has been subbected to. it is
estimated the vehicle has been shipyed in excess of 8200 miles on
`north American highway .plus a 6000 mile round trip to Essex._-
^ Eng land .
	
----	 •--------	 - -- --_-	 —
^f	 J. Gross
.:cs
	
P. R. Angell
"G.--A: 1Ball
J. 11. Engel
i	 'T. Golec
J. V. Gross (3)
R. S. Rare;
E. Z. Trl-eskey
*P. Kerwin (NASA)
R. F.-Pauley
CIMS 422-01-09
(PLEASE WRITE LABORAT004Y INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL 7r
DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 9470, PAOVINO OSIOUNDI
 7w
FORM 220-6?39	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. • O. STAif
.I
r+ .&^U.-
..^	 iii
C-9
fF
F
i
[6
 :r
Ca.	 649
^Moogk
A-926
IIATF 0 0) M I , I
Gas Turbine 2/21/80 307 PP8-10L
`
I
	PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES	 9520-926-80
I
ISSUED TO	 DEPT NO	 9J10 	 MR,	 C.	 E.	 Wagner
I PART ' ,AM[ Vehicle Complete	 (PIC)
f
^j ^ART hUMtl4R
IIMILESON /ART 307 Miles
TYPE OF OPERATION Vehicle D emor,3tration/Display - Daytona Beach Florida
:February, 1980
BODr stYLE Spec.-.al Modified 1977 LeBaron Coupe
RIPTION Of FAILURE OR DEFICIEN CY 	 The vehicle returned from a D.O.E. sponsored
d isplay at Daytona, Florida. Total shipping distance in North
America has increased to 10,200 (total distance shipped in world
is now 16,200 miles) .
The vehicle sustained additional damage during this last
and is itemized Lelow.
1. Right stub frame rail cracke d on outboard, underside
and inboard sides. Fracture is aft tie down hole and
is attributed
-
to tie down shipping technique. The left
side does not show failure yet. As a result the radiator
yoke is forward on the right side.
j	 2. Oi l- cooler fan failed two of three mounts- and was hanging_ 1'
down. Unit is still operational.
3. Oil cooler failed two upper mounts. In addition the two 	 I
_-_ cooler flanges are almost totally -failed. - Cooler somewhat
supported by oil lines.
I
I
i. .----- -------•	 _.	 C1^. , 122-01-09
'I	 (PLEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL TO	 I;
DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 4470, PROVING GROUND) 	 ;I
jWdIRMsio-atrtE	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION 	 11
I.,	 P. P. 6 0. STAFF
C-10
A-926 Gas Turbine
Part Failures and Deficiencies	 Page 2
4. Excessively large uneven gap between right door and front
fender. This is attributed to the failed and distorted stub
frame/radiator yoke (Item No. 1). The fender line is also
outboard the door .05/.12 inch.
5. The A/C condenser outlet tube is cracked at the tube support.
In addition, fin damage occurred when the oil cooler support
bracket chafed the condenser due to the failed cooler flanges
as the support was free to pivot about the lower isolation
mounts.
6. Lower screw on starter gear box loose. Backed out approximately
two turns.
7. Exhaust pipe cracked at mid span and is four-five inches long.
Also local heavy indentations from hitting van system during
loading and unloading.
8. Rear section of lower control arm appears to indicate additional
chafing due to possible tie down routing along this member.
9. Air spoiler sustained additional damage to bottom and corner.
Appears that tie down routing and/or vehicle transported
attitude is cause.
10. Sill bead heavily damaged beneath and toward rear of right door.
Same fore and aft area as exhaust pipe damage.
11. Floor pan of vehicle shows additional abrasion at random areas.
12. Left fender rocker panel trim loose.
13. Tie down brackets at rear of vehi ,:le are bent inward. Right
side is considerably more than the left.
C-11
r.
A-925 Gas Turbine
Fart Failures and Deficiencies	 Page 3
3
,r.
r.
9
e
14. Rear shackles both sides lean inboard. Shackles brackets
may be bent.
15. Rear stone shield shows additional damage from tie down
hardware.
16. A/C line at receiver dryer outlet fell off.
17. Failed hook on battery hold down, battery loose to bounce
around.
18. The new filter box boot installed has been cut by the filter
box. The filter box outlet flange was again heavily damaged.
The flange was reworked and new boot replaced 6.1 Hr, 2000
miles previously (Reference: Failure Report A-926-9520-79).
This will require a major effort to provide required shipping
clearance.
19. Two of four bolts holding ECU to tray are loose.
20. The fiberglass filler covering hood steel ribs is cracking
and delaminating.
21. The hood/engine housing abrasion continues.
22. The fiberglass skins continued to develop additional spider
cracks, in addition the existing cracks appear to be progressing.
23. The hood air cylinders no longer assist upon unlatching.
24. The sheet metal cracks at firewall/fender continue to grow.
25. Reference Photos: 9080-41 - 1, 2, 3, . and 5.
J. Gross
JG/bjc
cc: P. R. Angell, G. A. Ball, J. Corwin, F. Hagen, T. Golec, J. Gross (3)
R. Padovini, R. S. Rarey, E. Z. Trieskey, P. Kerwin, R. F. Pauley
B. Chapman, G. F. Stecher (2)
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9520-926-81
i
^ISSULD T O	 D[P7 N O	 9010	 rR	 C.	 E.	 Wagner
RTNAM[
	
Ass embly - Regenerator Core, compete
'PA RT hUwSLR
	
3814226	 SIN	 16
IWILlSORPART	 128.7	 Hours on Regenerator; 	 8.2 Hours on Elastomer
TYPE OF r[RATION	 Steady-state and transient dynamometer	 testing at
NASA,	 Cell CE-28.
I .
-My ctrl[	 N/A
I
RI ►TI NOfFAILUR[ORD[lICI[NCr	 Prior	 to	 the	 failure,	 the	 engine had	 been
I
D[s
running at 100% mechanical speed	 (58,500 rpm actual)	 with a 490F
inlet.	 Corrected speed was 103.5% of design. 	 Gradually increasing li
P8 fluctuations were noted, 	 and the speed was reduced to 90%,	 but	 '
the fluctuations worsened, accompanied by T5 and T8 spikes. 	 Engine;
speed and torque then began to decay, and the engine was shut down.
On disassembly,	 seven of the ten elastomer pads were found	 i
sheared.	 A large section of matrix material between two pads was
missing, apparently not related to the failure of the adjacent
elastomer.	 The graphite seals were heavily and unevenly worn,
indicating the passage of a coarse abrasive material between the
regenerator rim and the seals.
	
The inner rear rim seal had
white deposits in the pressure balancing grooves, and both it and
I^
^T-i1C ULLLCL L SCal WCLC WLU1CC11.	 111C DLuKell UULCL aCa.L Wam L:aUz%CU	 L
by the unr.estrainl :td rim striking one of the retaining tabs on the
baseplate. The cold face of the matrix showed several "prints" of
CIMS 422-01-09	 ^...----..-
I ,	 (PLEASE WRIT[ LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REV9R39 3109, AND MAIL TO
1 -	 DATA 39(• TION, DEPARTMCNT 3370, PROVINO GROUND) —^—Ta	 ^1
—^a.rrrr_-r . a^^.r rr	 c^	 +.r.Y ^v^ .. .1 a
►•o^M do -ern	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. A 0. STARK
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the crossarm area of the graphite "D" seal. See photos 9080-42,
43, and 44.
A review of regenerator S/N 16's r est history showed that the
core had accumulated 120.5 hours prior to failure in Car 386
(?P 10-14 0) on September 23, 1978. As noted in Failure Report
No. 64, a control problem had allowed the regenerator area ;j become
saturated with unburned gasoline, causing rapid swelling and deteri-
oration of the elastomer. The regenerator was then baked at 10000E
to volatilize all traces of organics, and repotted. Unfortunately,
at that time (November, 1978) there was some question as to the
quality of the Sylc,ard 186 elastomer then on hand, and so it was
decided to use an older stock of Sylgard 187 material, which appeared
to have better mixing and curing properties than the 186. This
material had been received June, 1976, and thus at the time of potting
had an age of 29 months, as compared to Dow Corning's guaranteed shelf
life of six months.
From the above, it is possible that the elastomer failure resulted
from the use of material which had aged far beyond its intended shelf
life, with resultant loss of mechanical properties. Samples of the
failed elastomer will be analyzed in an attempt to verify this.
Another cause or contributing factor may have been excessive torque
loads resulting from:
1. Contamination of the seal rubbing surfaces mith broken matrix
material, presumably caused by handling damage, and/or
2. Excessive clamping forces during extended overspeed opera-
tion. A 103.58 test condition will increase P 2 , and
therefore, drive torque, by up to 10%.
C-19
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Two other test condiLions may also have contributed to the
failure. First, the photo-like seal images on the matrix cold face
suggest a transfer of graphite into th e .sramic under static and/or
start-up conditions, It I. believed that this adhesive bonding
i between the graphite and matrix occurs under high moisture conditions,
since the coefficient of friction of graphite is quite high when damp.
Based on previous observation of heavy de . ,osits of combustion pro-
r	 ducts in the compressors of engines run in CE-28, it is known that a
strong back-draft exists in the cell exhaust stack between engine
tests. This back-draft exposes the graphite seals to high humidityn
	
G	 from combustion and atmospheric moisture, especially when dev,slopment
work requires frequent restarts (the 8.t hour build before the failure
had 27 starts). The --)ble,., is aggravated by the hygroscopic nature
of the phosph.3ric acid impregnation used to give the graphite (speer
carbon Grade 7110) its high-temperature properties. Until the heat
of operation dries the graphite surface, this dampness can cause
excessive torque load on the elastomer.
The second condition may have been exposure of the elastomer to
unburned gasoline vapors during the numerous false starts reported in
	
Is	 CE-28. The fuel supply system in this facility does not duplicate the
vehicle system for which the burner was designed, allowing aerated
return fuel to be recirculated into the burner, leadinq to burner
instability and flame-out. while the exact relationship between
exposure to gasoline vapors and deterioration of elastomer properties
is unknown, the earlier failure in Car 386 suggests that such condi-
tions should be avoided or minimized.
To prevent recurrence of elastomer failures of this nature, the
following steps will be taken at Chrysler:
	
E	 C-20
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1. All cores with suspect elastomer will be repotted with new
material now on hand, and elastomer and primer stocks will
be replaced every six months.
2. When each cores is potted, shear test samples will be prepared
and cured at the same time, and then tested to failure to
verify : ,aterial integrity.
3. A Chrysler Research Procedure (CRP) will be issued to define
and standardize the correct potting method.
4. Corning Glass Works has been requested to supply an updated
procedure for repair of the refractory cement coating on the
Matrix O.D. This information will also be issued in the
form of a CRP.
It is also recommended that NASA consider the following:
1. Regenerators should be carefully handled at all times, and
thoroughly inspected just prim to installation to verify
the integrity of the matrix and protective cement on the
rims and O.D.
2. Testing should be limited to speeds, temperatures, and
pressures within the engine's published design envelope,
and operating time at any maximum design condition should
be minimized.
3. The exhaust stack in CE-28 should be fitted with a positive
acting exhaust dampe-, to Frevent back-drafting of moisture
and other comoustion products into the engine.
C-21
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4. CE-28 should be equipped with a float bowl in its fuel
system, simulating the vehicle's fuel tank, to prevent
recirculation of air to the fuel metering valve and thus
reduce false starts and flame-outs.
9
': ^  ?,- ^L^
A. Billington
I
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F	 cc:	 P.
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1 J.
F.
J.
R.
R.
E.
P.
R.
R. Angell
A. Ball
Corwin
Hagen
V. Gross (3)
Padovini
S. Rarey
Z. Trieskey
Kerwin (NASA)
F. Pauley
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ISSU 0 TO _DEPT NO	 9010 -	 MR	 C.	 E.	 Wag ner
Electronic Control UnitPART NAM ►
3814546
	
SN3	 (Ultra C4E86/4	 SN111) ,	 PCB6 SN111;	 > 400 flours^PART tKI0990!
and SN5
	 (Ultra SN113),	 PCB6 SN113; > 1 50 Hours
Test cell;	 first operation of 18-18
-
blade impel le- withTYPE OF OPE R A TION
18 blade steel inducer.
BODY s7nE
N.• throttle control above 85 percent 1•:gg withDESCRIPTION OF IAII U RE OR DEFICIE NCY _
either ECU or gas generator speed p ick-up.	 Thi s was caused by
"loss of counts" by the signal conditioning circui t on Board 6.
Speed control to 100 percent Ngg was attai ned by modifying this
circuit.	 See the attached letter.
1
This condition has not evidence d itsel f before on engines
with 24 blade impel lers with steel inducers. 	 It was not no ted
with 18-18 all aluminum impellers, using Bentl y-Nevada proximitor
probes and extra signal conditioning, with the possible exception
of PP9-11 installation	 in CE- 28 at NASA Lewis Research Center	 II
last year.	 Eighteen and twenty-four blade steel inducers hav e
near identl . - al blade profile and location with respect to the
pick-up.
Small component and assembly differences may account for
variations in inducer leading edge location, tip profile and
running tip clearances.	 Since the inducer blade barely cuts —
CIMS	 422-01-09
'I	 (PLEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPF.CTION ON RIVERS[ $109, AND MAIL T
DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT S470, PROVING GROUND) 	 p1
.f	
acs'-r Z'Sr ..-. - ^J1.:'.'.S T r	 -	 r	 -.-	 - -^ --- --^ --x'7. uT^r.`+►v1`ti-a1R—aa; i^7
I^ POilili sib -^TS^
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half the pick-up magnetic field, these variations may .lead to
differences in pick-up wave shape and amplitude, sr":iciently
large for marginal speed processing network performance.
Current and future engine builds will be surveyed to insure
adequate engine/pick-up/speed circuit "system" performance. This
cataloging of several engines will be necessary to make any design
changes to insure adequate system performance for all builds.
A potential for gas generator overspeed exists unless speed
sensing system has been qualified for operation during its initial
run. A letter regarding this is attached.
B. W. Chapman
s
BWC/bjc
cc:	 P.
G.
T.
J.
P.
R.
R.
E.
R. Angell
A. Ball
Golec
Gross ( 3 )
P. LeFevre
Kerwin (NASA)
Padovini
S. Rarey
Z. Trieskey
f
iC	
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March 21, 1980
4-N.m. & D.p.,rm.nl dawn Yl.nVOlhu GIMS Number
J.	 V.	 Gross Research 6 Chrysler
Power Plant- Research-Development_ ____Materielsj ng. Center 
^-^
_	 418-37_-18_
-
r.wr-N^.N l D.Vnlm.nl Divl.lon Vl.nlrONic. DIMS Number
H.	 P.	 LeFevre Research b Chrysler
Power P1 ant. Researc"- 1 ectroni cs  Mater i al s Ing. Center X18- 38_ 4
sub": SPEED GOVERNOR PROBLEM - UPGRADED ENGINE
The upgrz lied G.T. engine (PP 216-C) in Cell 12S exper i enced speed control
problems in the 80-90% range. This powerplant utilizes the first 18
bladed stainless steel inducer with magnetic pick-up speed sensing. The
problem was investigated with two different ECU's and signal condition-
ing boards, as well as the two engine mounted G.G. speed pick-ups. It
was found that the frequency to d-c converter (Bd. 6) lost pulses when
the input to ICI dropped below the critical threshhold level in the
80-90X speed range. When input resistor R13 was reduced from 4700 to
1000 ohms, the duty cycle of the squared wave form (TP1) improved and
no drop out or threshhold problems occurred. The engine operated
successfully to 100% speed with this interim modification.
The upgraded G.T, engine was originally released with a stainless Steel
compressor inducer having 24 blades. (IOCf/ Ngg = 58,500 RPM = 23,400 Hz).
A redesign of the compressor resulted in an 18 blade arrangement (100'% Ngg
58,500 RPM - 17,550 Hz). New compressor hardware consisted of aluminum
inducers which utilized Bently-Nevada proximity probes for speed sensing.
Similar speed sensing problems resulted due mainly to the frequency res-
ponse limitations of the Bently probes which are rated to 10 KHz. The
calibration of the frequency to d.c. converter has not been changed since
both 18 and 24 bladed compressors are utilized. The correction is made
in software for the 18 blade compressors, i.e., Ngg X 1.33.
The attached figures show eight oscilloscope photos with the applicable
calibrations and conditions. Photos 4 and 8 represent the two speed
pick-ups and processing signals at pin 4 of ICI and TPl of board 6 at
50% Ngg. The circuit loading of the pick-ups is clearly rQpresented by
voltage reduction and waveform alteration.
Left P.U.	 Rt. P. U.
3.0 V p-p	 Loaded	 5 V p-p
6.5 V p-p	 Unloaded	 13 V p-p
The left pick-up had an Installed gap of .021 1 ' while the right pick-up
had an air gap of .012". Photos 5 and 6 represent engine operation at
90% Ngg with the left pick-up. Loss of governed speed control occurred
at approximately this speed with ECU #111 and Bd. 6 S/N 111. Previous
engine operation lost sr.eed control with ECU #113 and Bd 6 S/N 113 at
800% and at 85% with this ECU and Bd. 6 S/N 111. Note the improved sig-
nal at pin 4 cf IC1 and duty cycle change of TPl with R13 lowered to
1000 ohm as shown in photo 6. Photos 1 and 2 show engine operation at
75% Ngg. Photo 1 with the original value of R13 and photo 2 with R13
C-25
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Speed Governor Problem - Upgraded Engine
P
reduced to 1000 ohms.
Engine operation at 50% Ngg is shown in photos 3 and 7 with the lowered
value of R13.	 In Photo s the right pick-up is utilized and channel 2
s	 shows the diode clamp waveform. In Photo 7 the left pick-up is
utilized.
This speed sensing problem is the first instance for stainless steel
inducer s. and magnetic pick-u ps. Reducing the input resistance to
pin 4 of ICI has improved the ir
	 waveform to prevent threshhold
drop out and has improved the
	 zycle of the squared waveform.
Board 6 S/N 112 has this modifi --3n and will accompany PP 216-C
to NASA Le R.C. for instaliatioi, o their test cell SE-2. Subsequent
engine builds will be checked along with existing vehicle installa-tions.
^r
H. P. LeFevre
HPLeF/Iv
i
Attachment
cc: A. Billington
B. W. Chapman
T. Golec
J. Lunan
Ultra Electrr^^?cs - 2
NASA File
i
t
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W
Pin 4, ICI, Board 6
Ch. 3, 5v/div
TP1, Board 6
R13 = 4700 ohms
C-27
Ch. 1, 5v/div
Ngg pickup (R/H) to ECU
Ch. 2, lv/div
Photo 1
	
75% Ngg	 O.U5ms/div
Ch. 1, 5v/div
Ngg pickup (R/H) to ECU
Ch. 2, Iv/div
Pin 4, ICI, Board 6
Ch. 3, 5v/div
TP1, Board 6
R13 = 1000 ohms
Photo 2 7CW \I--	 n nr__ /,1.
Photo 4 50% Ngg 0.1ms/div
0
Ch. 1, 5v/div
Ngg pickup ( R/H) to ECU
Ch. 2, Iv/div
Diode clamp point A
Ch. 3, 5v/div
TP1, Board 6
R13 = 1000 ohms
Photo 3	 50% Ngg	 0.05mi/div
0
Ch. 1, 5v/div
Ngg pickup (L/H) to ECU
Ch. 2, Iv/div
Pin 4, ICI, Board 6
Ch. 3, 5v/div
TPI, Board 6
Ch. 4, 5v/div
Ngg pickup (R/H)
R13 = 4700 ohms
3	 C-28
R13 - 4700 ohms
R13 = 1000 ohms
Photo 5	 90'A Ngg	 0.05ms/div
Ch. 1, 5v/div
Ngg pickup (L/H) to ECU
Ch. 2, Iv/div
Pin 4, ICI # Board 6
Ch. 3, 5v/div
TP1, Board 6
Ch. 1, 5v/div
Ngg pickup ( L/H) to ECU
Ch. 2, lv/div
Pin 4, ICI, Board 6
Ch. 3, 5v/div
TP1, Board 6
Photo 6	 90% Ngg	 0.05ms/div
i
C-29
Pin 4, ICI, Board 6
Ch. 3, 5v/div
TP1, Board 6
r.
R13 = 1000 ohms
Photo 8	 50% Ngg	 O.Ims/div
Ch. 1, 5v/div
Ngg pickup (R/H) to ECU
Ch 2, Iv/div
Pin 4, ICI, Board 6
. 3, 5v/div
1, Board 6
. 4, 5v/div
g pickup (L/H)
R13 = 4100 ohms
Photo 1
	
50% Ngg	 0.05ms/div
•
Ch. 1, 5v/div
Ngg pickup ( L/H) to EW
Ch. 2, Iv/div
C- 30
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t. V. Gross, Power Plant Research Dev.
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E	 Sw61.c1	 A-926 SPEED PROCESSING SYSTEM QUALIFICATION
REFERENCE: Failure Report 82: ECU Speed Procesring Board
Due to the nature of gas generator speed processing in the ECU,
there is a potential for overspeeding the engine. To safeguard
against overspeeding, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT EVERY SPEED PROCESSING
SYSTEM BE QUALIFIED DURING ITS INITIAL OPERATION FROM 60 TO 100% Ngg.
"Speed processing system" is defined here as any gas generator,
speed pick-up, auxiliary speed conditioning circuit or leads,
hoard 6, or ECU combination. "Qualify" is defined as the ability
of the speed processing system to accurately reflect true speed up
to 100% Nqg.
Any discrete change in speed processing system components requires
a new qualification run. This would include new builds, adjustments
to auxiliary speed :onditioning circuits (all aluminum impellers),
or selection of the spare pickup. Any change which might effect
pick-up signal wave form, such as rotor, cover, or pick-up rework
also requires a new qualification.
METHOD OF QUALIFICATION
1. Disconnect the fuel bleed solenoid valve from the engine electrical
harness.
2. Accelerate slowly from 60 toward 100% Ngg.
3. If Ngg as displayed by the ECU drops suddenly by at least 58
while advancing the throttle, indicating a speed processing
problem, go to Step 4, corrective action. Otherwise, go to
Step 5.
4. Corrective action.	 Check and correct signal and conditioned
wave forms or decrease inducer tip and leading edge clearance
to pick-up. Return to Step 1.
5. If there is loss of throttle response at higher speeds,	 indicating
a fuel system limitation,	 (see Point 6 on sketch) go to Step 6.
Otherwise go to Step 13.
6. Go to one of the following Steps:	 7, 11,	 or	 12.
7. Go	 to one of the following Steps:	 8, 9,	 or	 10.
r
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8. Recalibrate the fuel system. Return to Step 1.
S. Raise the acceleration fuel scheduls. Return to Step 1.
10. Reduce bleed flow by 10 to 50%. Return to Step 1.
11. Observe the square wave duty cycle at test Foint 1 on
P	 Circuit Board 6 at maximum speed obtainable. If duty cycle
is less than 75t, reconnect fuel bleed solenoid valve to
en(Iine electrical harness (on ECU control) and return to Step 2.
12. If an independent overspeed safety is available, reconnect the
fuel bleed solenoid valve to the engine electrical harness
(on ECU control) or to an external 12 ,/DC supply. Return to
to St:e1 2.
13. Speed processing system is now qualified. Proceed with test
plans.
EXPLANATION OF SKETCH
If the ECU speed count drops off while accelerating from Point 1,
the ECU meters fuel at the acceleration fuel rate of the false ECU
speed at Point. 2.
If the bleed is open, the fuel level of Points 2 and 4 is sufficient
to give a true engine speed corresponding to Points 4 and 5. If the
bleed is closed, as it would normally be in an ECU defined accei
mode, the engine fuel flow is great enough to accelerate the gas
generator to Point 3. The stability point may surpass rotor burst
speed if the false speed at Point 2 rises with true speed once the
Board 6 duty cycle threshold has been reached. For these reasons,
a reliable overspeed safety, independent of the ECU, or an open
bleed are necessary for speed processing system qualification.
Er
B. W. Chapman
BWC/bjc
cc: A. Billington
R. Schleicher
G. Stecher
L. Wagner - NASA Lewis Research Center
R. Wulf - NASA Lewis Research Center
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PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES 9520-926-83
!WO TO RIFT »o 	 9010	 ,,,, C. E. Wagner
FART "AMC Assembly - Regenerator Core, Complete
R	 .AR T AyMS(R	 3814226 SIN 7
MIL&S000 PART 169. 4 hours on matrix, 17.0 hours on elas tomer
TTF[Olo►[ RATOOOO Transient and steady-state performance testing at
♦ 	 VNASA, Cell CE-28
o• ^tT^L N/A
Ul SCRI/TIQh O I IAI ► URL 001 0[(ICI110Gy This was the third consecutive elastomer
C	 failure in this power plant and test cell (Reference: Failure
Reports 78 and 81). Test conditions at the time of failure were
100• Ngg, 85 0 17 in=let, and 1378 0 F T8. Prop shaft speed was 2600 RPM
When the characteristic losses of power and speed were observed,
the engine was brought back to idle, : data point taken, and
I
' shutdown completed.
I
	
	
On teardown all the elastomer pads were found sheared and
the continued running after the failure had caused much of the
remaining silicone to rub off in small fragments, contaminating-
the seal baseplates*. There was no evidence of adhesive failure
at either the matrix or gear rim surfaces, and the matrix and its
I —e-d—g—e—ceat-i—ng were intact. Secondary graphite seal breakage, as —
^^ described in Failure Report 81, was noted. The rim area of the 	
N
outer "D" graphite was heavily worn, without the characteristic	 p
Ifound, while the corresponding area of the inner
rim seal showed only traces of wear. Both these seals had been
installed new with Core No. 7, 17 hours before the failure.
rowlw aeo-ETAS CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. A D. STAFF
*The core had been repotted on February 11, 1980, using a new stock
of Sylgard 186 elastomer. 	 C-34
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On the two previous failures this heavy, rough wear pattern had been
noted, but it had been attributed to the passage of broken matrix
and/or rim cement past the rubbing surface. In the case of this
failure, however, no source of contamination was found. The center
area of the inner crossarm seal showed an unusually good contact
pattern, indicating heavy bearing on the hub.
The above evidence suggests excessive clamping, such as would
occur if the crossarm area of the engine housing bulkhead bowed
outward. Bulkhead deflection had been documented and reported
earlier in the program (Reference: Figures 20 and 21, 16th Quarterly),
but no recheck has been made since the introduction of the housing
baffles as shown on Drawing 4096591. These baffles improve BSFC by
reducing T 2 to T3 rise (Reference: Figures 11 - 14, 22nd Quarterly),
and are incorporated in a U powerplants at the time of retrofitting,
including PP 9-11. While excessive core clamping has not been
noted at Chrysler, a major difference in test philosophies may be
responsible. At NASA most testing is done with the inlet temperature
set at 85°F, whereas at Chrysler the inlet is kept as cold as possible
(typically 40 - 50 0 F). This results in cycles or "match" temperatures
on the order of 100 - 150°F higher at NASA, with corresponding increases
in housing temperature. This difference may be just enough to deflect
the bulkhead beyond the regenerator build clearance (typically 0.040 in.),
resulting in excessive torque loads and elastomer failure. Also, at
Chrysler testing at 100 percent is kept to an absolute minimum - less
than one percent of total operating time - to minimize risk to scarce
development hardware.
A second area of concern, considering the high regenerator failure
rate in CE-28, is the capability of the cell's new dynamometer of
inducing step-changes in output shaft (and hence, regenerator) speed.
Rapid drive shaft accelerations, especially under high clamping load
conditions, could conceivably overload and shear the elastomer. Room 4
at Chrysler, where PP 9-11 ran 98 hours before delivery to NASA, also
has a motoring dynamometer, but maximum typical prop shaft acceleraLions
are on the order of 1000 RPM per second during start-up, with changes
during running made even more slowly.
While the recommendations of Failure Report No. 81 are still valid,
the following additional precautions are urged:
1. Until such time as bulkhead deflect.. ns in the retrofitted
engines can be documented, regenerator seal clearance
should be increased to 0.050 - 0.060 inch.
2. NASA should investigate ways of programming higher inertia
settings into the CE-28 dynamometer, to reduce acceleration
loads on regenerator and rotor systems.
A. Billington
AB/bjc
cc: P. R. Angell, G. A. Ball, J. Corwin, F. Hagen, T. Golec, J. V. Gross,
R. Padovini, R. S. Rarey, E. Z. Trieskey, P. Kerwin
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Car No. 385	 A926-1	 6 23/80	 547.4	 , 11P4-1
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES 7340 -9?6 -84
stwv e e!r!_	 _'134 	 _!ij. C . E . dagne r
...wt wheel - Compressor Turbine
..^ auw^l N 	 40964UQ S/N_ 155
a.^X oM ,..r 	 49.5 (6.8 hrs test cell, 42 . 7 vehicle
k
•t ge gnayloN
.<IOYTQh_oi 1y4u"t ON 9UItOIN(r	 RoutineZyglo of CTW 15S followin&_t_eJ.
I	 PP4-151 de	 r( veal es__ e)cessi ve -sharp inacat i ons at Ow
_pressure- _ surface or) most ._o€_Qhe blades ngQr t hll-Itadng--eda,.-
Neutral izing the_penet rant did not _qorTjq_qjy r in awry
and it bled back_from the fill areas_^ndi^@itirX-qra^,ass The
suction side wag free of indications. 	
—
Microscopic examination revealed excessive porosity - possibly _crm
indications. Also evident were small parting lines and ­ axia _ DuTj)s" the
leigth of the parting lines indicative of the wbter sOluable pattern proses
utilized for the flow pqLtj
 surfaces.
Based on thr following analysis , the wheel was removed from vehic
-
service and held for limited-teo.- cell use.
The wv-el is one of a batch of five received from Hc)wmet:
S N	 Location	 Status
152	 Amt	 Cut Up	 Tips burned Fa i I tire RIX . #68
153	 Bui I  UP - GG #10
r- . r	154	 PP3-1 ., (Rm 125)	 Slia£t Dynardcs
r
155	 Amt - Hold
156	 NASA PP2-16
•	 C- 36
n
7340-926-84 Part Failures 6 Deficiencies	 Page 2
Since CIW 152 is not usable it was employed as a test piece to evaluate
the wheel in question. Visually, the fillets looked similar although the areas
did not look as serious through the microscope nor were the Zyglo indications
as mzwrous or as sharp as Awe) 155. The wheel was microsectioned and
ex;urd ned at .020 inch wd a 1 i r nc rement s from the leading  edge . Wst sections
stxnxd "notches" of varying severity at the blade root where Zyglo indications
had been found. A crack extending to a depth of 0.014" waL found at the root
of a bl Ade approximately 0.040" from the 1 eadi ng edge. Additional grinding
to a de•lx h of 0.200" revealed connected shrinkage porosity extending radially
to a delxh of 0.500"; with further grinding to 0.260", the shrinkage defect
was found to have developed into a crack emerging, at the surface, neat a
blade root.
Although overheating of M 152, prior to failure, might have enhanced
the apparent severity of the casting defects, the evidence points to a potentially
shortened lif- in normal service for wheels with similar casting defects
Lii.'.ted service, with frequent inspection, is then recommended for Wheet S/N 155.
1
AC-
C.  Belleau
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385	 (U-1) A-926 6/30/80	 547.4
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PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES
	 7'i4r,
IssyIo To
	
DIPT No
	
7340	
mot	 C.	 E.	 Wagner
PART NAME.
	
Engine Hol:sing
	 - Ccmplete
PARTNUMet"
	
3814204
	 (Housing Machining SN
	 4,	 PTN Support SN	 3)
MILES ON PART	 365 miles on damayid PT wheel 	 3813807-209;	 42.7	 fours;
472	 starts,	 from Build G	 vehicle.
DESCRIPTION OF FAILURE OR DEFICIENCY 	 The	 engine	 was	 removed	 from vehicle	 U-1	 for
[ inspection of power turbine assembly to determine the source of
gear noise.
	 The power turbine wheel nad rubbed between the seven
and twelve o'clock positions,	 as viewed from the rear. 	 Runouts of
the shroud showed it to be shifted downward .0065 in.
	 relative to
the power turbine pilot.
	 Additionally the Fold pilot in the
housing for the PTN pilot has shifted
	 .01'
	 in,	 to the left toward
the rub area.	 The PTN support hot a nd
out of round and very tight on the engine housing pilots. 	 The
eng ine housing bulkhgad
left	 side.
This engine housing had been outfitted with the
bulkhead flow deflectors.
	 A new reduction gear assembly will be
used for Engine 2.	 Dual interwoven springs will be installed in
the PT wheel journal bearing to decrease bearing complaince and
rotor displacement.	 By:	 J. V. Gross and B. W. Chapman
cc:	 J. M.	 Corwin	 P.	 Kerwin	 (NASA)	 R.	 C.	 Pampreen
T. Colec	 T. Nogle	 N. W.	 Sparks	 E.Z. 	 Tr^esky
I ►LEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE AND MAIL TO
DATA SECTION DEPARTMENT 070 PROVING GROUND)
I 01 124 -1 	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION   	 ^
^	 ENGINEERING STAFF 	 .^
C-40
4)
S)
Heater hot gas	 supply tubing weld broken at gas valve
	 flange
Sheet metal cracks (approximate	 lengths,
	 locations)
left	 side engine compartment:	 8",	 EC11 tray upper along exisi% weld
right side engine compartments
6" wheel	 well,	 heat	 exchanger,	 rear
6" wheel well, heat exchanger,	 front
1" wheel	 wel l,	 suspension clearance	 front
3" battery tray lower,	 rear
1"	 (x2)	 battery	 tray upper	 (old?)
^I 1" (x2)	 battery tray	 front,	 lower	 II
" su spens ionccess	 l	 I2	 wheel well,	 front near 	 a	 pane_---__
911 battery tray	 lower	 (broken weld)	
1
2_" _bumper support bracket, outboard
^	 -	 (PLEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL TO
! 1	DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 9170, PROVING GROUND)
• tT• -.ITV'f.M !'ilYJrl . Y T	 -..	 _ _ -	 _..	 _ _ .	 ._ -_.-.-^^^_
hPORMSio - >tsas 1	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. a D. STAFF
11 •J•^
i
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PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES
	
7830-926-86I	 dated 1-25-80
Items 1, 3 and 4 have been repaired so that the car can be driven.
The remaining items will be repaired under future service contract funding.
By:	 Bruce Chapman
cc:	 J. M.	 Corwin
T. Golec
J. V.	 Gross	 (3)
R. Padovini
E. Z.	 "rrieskey
P. Kerwin	 (NASA)
R. t.	 Pauley
T. D.	 Nogle
N. W.	 Sparks
C-42
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469(0-4)	 A-926 9-26-80 57.6 PP 4-15 J
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES
	
7830-926-87
IS$U40 TQ	 DEPT NO	 7830	 MR	 C.E. Wag	 r
PART NAM(	 Electronic Control Unit
I PART N MR(R	 3814546	 SN 5; Ultra Model C4E86, serial no. 	 113
MILLS ON .ART 484 id les in Car 385 (U-1) , 57.6 hours, 85.1 hours total
fY ► [ OF C/[RATION.	 Vehicle
Discovered C	 ing car build-up, program bench check. 	 !
InOOYSTYL	
-1
 DCSC RI ►TI N OF FAIL Y01 OR OCf ICI(NCY 	 Loss of light off sensing and cranking timer safeties.
Excessive 'noise' observed in T5 rate of rise signal storage.
	
Cranking timer
voltage signal trips appropriately but fails to disengage starter.
Problems remained after interchanging T/C, WS&I, and GCA circuit boards
with ECU SN3, which exhibited related malfunctions but with different symptoms.
ECU SN5 returned to servicE.with these deficiencies. 	 Determination of failure
source and repair to be undertaken when both manpower and vehicle are available
concurrently.	 See 9-26-80 repair request for details.
VENICLE TRST SECTION I0%lrECT1OW 	 ILAO INS► RCTION AND RE/OOT 1Q9OUESTR01
BRUCE CHAPMAN 12-19-80
cc:	 J. Corwin
T. Golec
J. Gross (3)	
-	 ---
P. Kerwin-NA.SP►
 - --- -- ..__._. _
	
— -- - --	 -- - ----- -
' H. LeFevre
'	 T. Nogle	 —far 40 LW --- -. _ ..---	 - --	 -- I
R. PadoviniCar 385 LOG
R. Pauley--^.'1f 5 	 - -- .._..._-•---- ---	 ---
N. Sparks	 ECU 3 LOG
-_Tries key	 1
CIMS 422-01-09
DATA SECTION, D*PARTMRNT 6870, /ROVING OROUNOI
	
'. .±^c>^e^r :aa s r=-a r.- -- ••— • - -- ----"T.	 .r---: —	 ._. _-. - _ .ice-	 . -	 ,as.,^aa`^.
/OIIM ESO-l7SS^• • ,CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. A O. STAPI
.,. ,...... •.	 _	
-	 -	
...	
_ --t ^.^. - n.. rte.... • _ ­j
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Car 649	 A-926	 10-17-80	 332	 PP8-lam! U-3	 Gas Turbine
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES 7830 -926-88
1 to To oaT No 7830	 C. E. Wagner
FI-
PART NAME
	
Vehicle C<Xlp lete
PART AU ►II 9 R
14AI LLS 	 332.0	 -
TwE of o.r•AnoR	 Vehicle Demonstration /Di splay
GODY STYLE S cial moditied 1917 LeBaron Coupe
DESCRIPTION Of FAILURE OR DE(ICIfNCY	 the engine air/oil puq) system was not turning during
cranking tests. The elector-magnetic clutch was toured inoperative due to lack
of power. A non-released boot clamp had worn thru the boot and power leads,
shorting to ground causing the wires to burn thru. Sutticient coil' lead lengths
remained to allow extensions to be used restoring the original coil to service.
-	 ---	 ---	 –	 --	 —
Total estimated shipping distance in North America has increased to 18,322 milesll
( total distance in the world is T% w 24,322 miles) .
VEHICLE TEST SECT I ON INSPECTIO N: (LAD IN SPECTION AND REPORT REOUES TEDI
- -- --- -	 J. V. GROSS -------------
cc_- T. Golec	
—
J. V. Cmss (3)
l	 R. Pad_ovini_	 I
E. Z. Trieskey--------
P. Kerwin (NASA)	 _ !'
T'. U._Nogle
r	 1'
CIMS 422-01-09
— I
(PLEASE WRITE LADCRATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL TO
DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT S870, PROVING GROUND)
CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. 0 D. STAFF
C-44
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t ut. re.
Car 649
U-3
Qom—	 UJ
A-926	 9-24-80 • 	 318.0	 PPSIUmCos Turbine
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES
	
7830-926-89
Ir
Issuco To arT NO 7830	 MR,	 C. E. Wagner
.ART NAME
	
Vehicle Umplete
►ART NuM^IR
MILts ON PART	 318.0
TYPE Of OPERATION	 Vehicle Demonstration/Divlay
EODY STYLE ___. §p^!cial rmAitied 1 ,977 LeBaron Lkx4)e
DES( NI PTION Of f AILURE OR DEf ICIENC Y	 The vehicle returned tram Calitornia where it was
stored for tour months following an exhibit
-at , Sacranx--nto.
The following discre-Panties , were noted:
- 'She right engine mount had tailured allowing the regenerator cover to rest
,_`--	 _
on the engine _,zxnt bracket.
- Rear support bolts for transmission were loose.
-
-
Radiator yoke at lower right is pushed rearward
-
and up.
- Filter box outlet is distorted and allows air to bypass the filters.
- Fiberglass damage to underside of air dam.
- Oil cooler tan mounts sheared.
- The linerless insulation in the burner cap is loose. 	 As a result it has
tretted approximately .060 in. material. radially around the spacer tubes arid
tretted approx. .050 in. axially behind mixer pads. Examination showed the
insulation has not been torte behind the retaining wire mesh sections. 	 Ii
Total estimated shipping distance in North America has increased to 15,322 mmmilesi
(Total distance  shipped in the world is now 21,322 miles).	 I
J. V. GROSSI
(PLEASE WRITE LAS)ORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL TO - y1
I	 DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 8870, PROVING GROUND)
!. -.vs--s^v...v a:a.+^.•..a.^r^ 	 _._.	 _._^...	 .. _- --	 -- ---------., -
	
- +-,'-.-r+'=+•,R *:.^-aaaaaaaaaa^IIII,,,,,
I
ioiEw E=0 -e789 ,	 CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. a D. STAFF
cc: T. Golec, J. V. Gross(3), R. Padovini, E. Z. Trieskey, P. Kerwin (NASA)
R. F. Pauley, T. D. Nogle	 C-45
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'C l(.e 1 1	 CE-28 A-926 11-24-80 -	 PP	 9-11	 it
PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES
	
7830-926-90
7830	 C.	 E.	 Ua nergISSUED To	 D FT NO	 MR
'.NT 144ME	 Power	 Turbine	 Nozzle	 Actuator
,RT NUMSER	 40966650	 Serial	 Number 3I
MILLS ON ► ART	 Hours	 not known,	 in	 service	 June,	 1979 - August,	 1980
TYPE Of OPERATION
	
NASA Lewic.	 transient	 test	 cell	 CE-28
I
BODY STYLE
DESCRIPTION OF FAILURE QR OE/ICIENCY	 Actuator shaft bore	 in housing adaptor galled badly.
May have caused or contributed to poor nozzle 	 response.	 Aluminum bore has
been debirred and adaptor has been anodized to resist galling.
I
Additional	 repairs have been made
	 to overcome	 three minor deficiencies:
external	 leakage	 at	 null	 valve	 seal,	 loose	 force motor push	 rod	 (yielding
misindexed "null"), and	 loss of position	 feedback signal	 (probably caused	 in
handling or transit). (I
_
Bruce Chapman
VEHIC LE TEST SECTION INSPECTION:	 (LAS INSPECTION AND REPORT REQUESTED) —
cc	 J	 Corwin 	 T._Nogle
T. Golec	 R.	 Padovini
J. Gross (3)Pau ley----	 ---	 u------ - R. 	 --. ---- - - -- - —
P. Kerwin NASA —
	
N. Sparks
	
—_^
I	 E.	 TrieskeyH. 	 LeFevre ....	 -• -	 -. ..-	 __..	 — - ----•_--	 i^
i
r
+tea-ar.^:•.e-^ a,os.s.r
FORM 130-6738
1 422-01-06-
(PLEASE WRITE I.ASORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE $IDE, AND MAIL TO
	 I'
DATA SECT I ON, DEPARTMENT 6670, PROVING GROUN01 	 ^I
CHRYSLER CORPORATION I,
P. P. a O. STAFF
... . i. _	 ..----... -	 -	 ... .^ —	 .. _ ..... _^ ^-+.•n^a•r-sue na_.r v.•
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PART  FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES
	 783!}-9'1&
 91
is yto To an "	 7830 —	 ^ _ C. E. Wagger- —
(PART NAMt
	
Air bearing - Gas Generator Rotor
r.ARI ^uM	 R	 3813871 S/N 6-2
MILLS ON PART	 153.1 Hrs.,	 369 Starts	 (NASA 147.5 Hrs. , 363 starts)
TYPI OI WLRATION	 Steady State General Ocvelopment Testi
S00YSTYLI
DESCRIPTION 0/ /AILURI OR OI 1F 1 IINC Y
— '1he Gas Generator Assenibly seii ra	 while at 87% Ngg. _ Inspection stx>wed the
_ air bearirhad seized.
	 The following discrepancies were noted by NASA
and/or Chrysler personnel during inspection of the various parts.
- Air Bearing/Air Bearing Sleeve seized together.
	 The air bearing ears
and middle seal sustained damage as t_he_c_anbine_d pieces had ro be forced
out.	 The air bearing was slit axially diametrally opposed to r wve it
from the sleeve.	 Init ial visual inspection revea led some pieces of
smooth foil r wain.
Additional Metallurgical comments are appended.
II
Air Beari2a S_ 1eeve - Rear half of journal is galled and/or plated with
debris.	 The thn-st facefor the oil bearing has a new not run appearance.
A brown hard deposit is on the slinger 00 ani immediately forward of the
Slinger on the small diameter.
I
Compressor Rotor (all aluminum) - Very dirty Limon receipt from -NASA._ This^j
C:IMS 422-01-09	 See pg. 2.
I	 WLEASE WRIT: LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL TO
' I	 DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 6470, PROVING GROUNDI
	 II
Sae :.r^„	 .wr^n.r • r-	 -__-	 '-.-• -	 _. -. -. -- -^.—._-t-^—w^. ^rTr ^t+!.`^ti `:^i^i^
'j►ORii i>ro-s»e	 CHRYSLER C;,RPORATION
'I P. P. BO. STAFF
C-47
0Part Failures aid Deficiencies 7830`926-91
	
Page 2.
problem has been seen cotisistently irtm prev'ous gas generator assemblies.
11x- acccugvinying photos show the relative din accumulation caglarcd to a
virgin compressor. The rotor sustained face tip :tnd eye O.D. rubs. Zyglu
showed a radial back face crack at the O.D. which r.Aiates in an arc thru
orx- blade.
Thi! back face shows surface displacement across the crack, no obvious signs
of mechanical damage exist. This rotor has been machined from a forged
billet which has been x-rayed and zyglocd initially and approved. T1u- rotor
was zygloed tgxni receipt, tested-modified, and Rezygloed prior 1%) assembly
into PP 9-11. The aluminum leading edges of ttx- main and split.er vanes are
samewhat rough suggesting erosion. Some imluict craters (by larger particles)
are visible taller higher magnification.
Turbine Wheel - 151 - '!here are possible crack indications at the leading
edge root fillet.  'Reese are similar to turbine wheel 155 (Ref.  Fai lure Report
7340-926-84 and appended Speedi Memo).
The wheel O.D. is .011 in dia. smaller over approximately half the periphery.
Rtnxout in this area gradually increases to a maximum at the mid point.
Koniout over the rcimirder of the wheel is virtually zero. The wheel seal
journal diameter exhibits heavy rubs indicating contact with the carbon seal
steel cartridge. '11x• heaviest point is coincident with the shortest blade
O.D. area. The replacement wheel #155 exhibits similar root fillet indications.
S	 This wheel is limited service with frequent inspections as outlined in the
previously referenced Failure Report.
J. V. GROSS
mab
cc:	 C. Belleau
J. Corwin
T. Golec
J. Gross (3)
P. Kerwin - NASA
T. Nogle
R. Padovini
R. Pauley
N. Sparks
F. Trieskey
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PART FAILURES AND DE:-- ICIENCIES 7834-926-92
IssU[0 TO DLPr NO 7830	 MR	 C. E. Wagner
PART NAME
	
Air Bearing_- Gas Generator Rotor
PANT NUMlE R —	 381 3871 SIN 21-1s_.-__._	 -
MII L's ONPAR1	 53.1 Hr 95 starts (NASA: 26.4 Hrs F 55 starts)
YPE OF OPFRATION	 Stead-state General - Develop nt Testing
BODY STY11 t _	 N/A- --	 - — —	 —	 -	 --
DESCRIPTION 00 FAILURF OR D(FICIFNCY 	 1he gas generator was -disassembled at NASA to deter-
mine -cause of t ight shafting. - The smooth foil section was found protruding
forward. Closer inspection showed a complete fracture of the smooth foil
thru the spot weld area.— This bearing utilized the latest spot weld technique.
Additional metallurgical inspection is in process to determine the exact cause
of the failure. A speedimemo discussing the failure mode with photos is
appended.
--	 - — --- J. V. GROSS
it cc: C. Belleau
J. Corwin
i	 T. Golec
CIMS 422-01-09
'PLEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL TO
DATA SECTION, DEPARTMENT 6670, PROVING GROUND)
CHRYSLER CORPORATION
P. P. & D. STAFF
I
•
!(	 J. Gross (3)
P. Kerwin - NASA
.j	 T. Nogle
R. Padovini
R. Pauley
N. Sparks_
E.
i'
Trieskey
- — — r
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PART FAILURES AND DEFICIENCIES 7830-926-93
7
PART NAMI
	 VEHICLE CkWLErL - (:AS 1'Lkri1Nt
244.4 Miles (Time in Wash_. U.C.)
	
i
Vehicle demonstration!display at DOE Headquarters , Washi ton D.C.
RIPTION O f FAILURE OR DI(ICIEW Y	 he vehic le was recalled from Washington to investigate
and correct conplaints of undershoot, _
 cycling and smoke duringcold starts_-
Warm/hc_ conditions were trcuble free. These symptoms were observed and docu-
mented at Chrysler. Minor control system corrections were made without
significantly altering the starting characteristics.
PART NUMBER
MILLS ON PART
T YPE Of OPERATION
EDDY STYLE	 N/A
VEHICLE TEST SECTION INSPECTION: ILA• INSPECTION AND R[NORT REOU[STEO)
I
The tank fuel was analyzed because the engine exhaust had a diesel-like odor.
The analysis is appended and indicates two things:
Fl-.—T-h-e sample showed 17% contamination by a well-refined kerosene type solvent. (I
•	 2. the fuel was contaminated with lead as stated on the analysis, "if .nileaded
fuel was added it was contaminated with enough leaded fuel to class it as	 i
I1I^- -- leaded	
See -Paga-2.- 1;
♦ 	 1
CIMS 422-01-09
'PLEASE WRITE LABORATORY INSPECTION ON REVERSE SIDE, AND MAIL TO
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Fuel was ackled prior to the vehicle return (during a service call), therefore
this fuel sample represents a diluted quantity from the fuel being used when this
urxier-hoot problem first occurred. 'Mie vehicle is equipped with a legislated
Mleade,d filler rx-ck (small). In aoklition, a locking gas cap is used. Repeated
inquiries by Chrysler personnel as to the • use of demonstration fuels always draw
a "nothing wits added" comment.
Inspection of the combustor and 1st stage wtx.-el showed no obvious iurusual
deposits.
Subsequent starts with documented MS3900A (unleaded fuel) has shown normal start-
ing characteristics (no ux+ershoots, cycling, or exhaust sm)ke). Considerable
time and effort was expended to resolve this corn Aaint. Event huugh gas turbines
LTu ve the potential for multi-fuel capabilities, the L4)graded engine/control/
vehicle system has had no cold/hot start development with alternate fuels of any
type. Uileaded gasoline is the specified fuel and should be the only full-time
fuel used. However, if other7uels must be demonstrated, Chrysler personnel
should be cognizant of its plaiu-ed utie in advance.
Concerns are directed toward the effect of fuel types (e.g., alcohols) or control
component elastomers such as the "rubber" inserts used for solenoid valves or
check valves. In previous experience with "special" fuels the solenoid elastomer
swelled causing it to be inoperative.
'lhe usual Washington source for routine refueling of this car has not had com-
plaints from other customers, which should have resulted if the fuel source was
accidentally contaminated with large portions of kerosene or diesel fuel. It is
believed that someone added such fuel intentionally. The leaded gasoline, however,
could easily have been encountered accidentally without receiving user complaints,
since such accidents are being reported regularly by the EPA.
J . V. CROSS
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Ibis report summarizes work done between October 1979 and Janxory 1981 by
Chrysler Corporation in support of continued use by the Govei.YWnt of
Base line engines and vehicles and Upgraded engines and vehiclr:^ ,'elivered
by Lhrysler to the Government older DOE; Contract EY-76--C-02-27, 0Y.
Support was provided to DUE and NASA in their efforts to inform industry,
the public, and Government on the benefits and purpose of the gas turbine
programs through demonstrations and exhibits.
Tasks were carried out for maintenance, repair, and retrofit of the
experimental gas turbine engines being used by NASA in their gas turbine
technology programs and in program demonstrations.
Limited support testing was conducted at Chrysler in which data were
generated on air bearing rotor shaft dynamics, heavy duty variable sheave
rubber V-belts, high temperature elastomer regenerator drive mmiting a,xi
graphite regenerator seal friction characteristics.
17	 Key WwW ISuygw,w ey AulhW1611 Is	 DiHriou, wn Sula•wnI
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